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At the Ben Morris home
Route 4, Fulton, there's a little
sign hanging on the wall that
If ever
says "Keep Smiling."
folks used that little sign night
iind day its those two people, who
have the most amazing philosphy
reporter has ever
of lite this
seen.
, Recently we had the occasion
to visit with Ben and Daisy Morris in their little home not too
far off the Clinton highway. We
got to talking about crops and
things and the rhore we talked
the more we realized that those
two people have had more hard
luck and more fun than anybody
we ever saw.
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Spotlight on Fulton Sunday
as City of Southern Charm'

It's Getting ipof
ee A
Habit With
••
More TR.*
Jane White, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bob White should
adopt a new theme song with
an old air ... "It's getting to
be a habit with me." At the
horse show held in connection
with the annual Strawberry
Festival at Humboldt, Tenn.,
last week, Jane came away
with another first prize is the
championship five-gaited stake
class. All dressed up in a shinning tailor-made riding habit,
riding her favorite Meadow
Pam, she again took the blue
ribbon in competition vith seasoned and experienced riders
from all over the United States.
At the same show she took second place, again with Meadow
Pam, in the fine harness class.
Jane's superior riding was
matched by her young brother,
Bud and Leroy Sawyer, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sawyer.
Both young men are up and
coming horsemen and are makMe room at their homes to
bring home a lonflist of trophies during this and other
horse show competitions. Bud
placed third in the three-gaited
class, riding Carolina Moonbeam and Leroy brought home
fourth prize in the pony class
Ride 'em youngsters. Our
money's on you.
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Petition to Court Suggested
As Way to Get School Funds

wring In Most
,- Tenn Homes
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"My Dere tbe Ridimmdeser
In Kentucky, and in the wide circulation area of the Louisville
Since
the Obion County-wide referendum to pass a $1,000,000
Courier-Journal, all eyes will be focused on Fulton on Sunday. On
bond issue for schools was defeated Saturday by a two-to-one maWe qua zirr 2101/ that the'Kitty
that day, the little city in Kentucky, which spreads over in Tennessjority,
citizens
of South Fulton find themselves in a position of tak- is really under way. Sports writee, will be featured in the magazine section of that metropolitan
ing the matter in their own hands. Desperately needing additional
newspaper, showing the world all the fine attributes of the midschool rooms, a physical education department and an auditorium, ers howling about the other
western city with the southern charm.
school patrons are today discussing the possibility of getting up a teams, rhubarbs galore, games
Several weeks ago Joe Creason, roving reporter with the Courpetition to influence the Judge of the County Court to call a special
ier-Journal and Tommy Miller, photographer for that newspaper,
session of that body to get some relief from for the hopelessly crowd- rained out, long double headers,
visited Fulton and delved into the history, past and present, of Fuled situation in the school across the border.
these all go to let you know that
ton. They viewed the historic spots, the industrial activity, the culIn the referendum voters of Magisterial District No. 16, of which the time is here and that thing"
tural interest, the business potentialities and a score of other points
South Fulton is a part, voted 369 to 105 (final count) in favor of the
Ben, many of you will remem- to incorporate in the spotlight on Fulton. Pictures were taken of
referendum. The, bond issue ran ahead at only five boxes of the are beginning to x60 along normber, worked at the IC pump sts- homes, streets, gardens, personalities and industries to accompany
ceunty's 29, and only three districts whole-heartedly 'endorsed the ally in the old iratty. Monday
years
the
story
and
several
probably
will
be
shown
in
the
retired
article
on
Sunday.
ton until he
issue. South 'Fulton was one of the latter three.
night was one of those things, a
•
ago. As most folks dream of do• Valuable publicity to the city
bought
If a forceful petition could be double header %darting at teems
they
did,
Morrises
ing, the
will result from the article. Mr.
presented to the Judge of the and ending a few.minutes after
a little place in the country and
Creasori, is one of the foremost
intended to raise their own chickwasCounty Court calling for a special midnight. Personally, it
or
pig
maybe
a
cow,
have
a
ens,
writers in this section of the Nastay
session of the court asking 'for worth it to me because
after.
ever
happily
live
two and
watched
tion, and his work is
nearly $300,000 with which to up any night until midnight to
They're living happily ever after,
see the Railroaders win two, and
comes with interest by the thousands of
When
July
1,
1950
,
c
,
make
additions and improvemthings
.
darned
far
Eleven
Fulton
those
businessmen
of
but
I wasn't alone at the ball park.
yotind,, G. H. Duley, poplar iu. , subscribers of the Courier-Jour:
what they will do.
subscribed a total of $21,500 for ments at the South Fulton school, when the game ended. Most of'
unusual
photoMiller's
said
Mr:
Ben
nal.
old
good
instance
away
surance
agent,
will
put
For
s'tock in a $25,000 radio station it is believed that the court would the fans stuck it out to the last
he planted five acres of corn. rate book and enjoy the leisure :graphy knows no equal.
which is being planned for Ful- make the appropriations. It is minute.
Said he got 50 bushels of corn of retirement after 36 years of I Extra ecn
opo
iersdeord
theb nesweu
further believed that the funds
One of the sports writers in the
ton,
at a meeting of interested
from the five acres. "Po'est corn
icrjEdhave
'
could be secured if the three mag- circuit has made the remark that
rotted loyal service to the Prudential i wards, agent for the yC-Jpin Fulmen of this city Monday night at istrates from the sixteenth dis- he had rather see his rookies bobyou ever saw . . . just
away." But in snatches let's let Insurance Company. Anticipating ton and will be available at the
the Chamberof COminerce office. trict,-and. two from the first dis- ble the ball around their park'
the event, Mr. and Mrs. Duley I Lake S* reet newsstand on Sun"
Ben and Daisy tell it:
patrons of the than to see the same old faces
No definite action was taken, trict who are
"Yea, that corn just wasn't a entertained with a dinner party !day.
but much discussion was held, South Fulton School, would per- around the ball park from year,
bit of good. We tried to have a -last Saturday night.
1 Th article will serve as a brawith John Garrett, Jr., of Union sonally contact other magistrates to year winning games. Now this
Mr. Duley has not indicated chur to tell the story of Fulton.
cow, too, but you know one day
in the county and explain the dire gentleman is entitled to his opCity.
that cow just walked right off what he will do with his time at- C. E. Warren, executive secretary
Garrett, a former engineer of needs at South Fulton, that the inion, but if my team had a reinto a fence and get her udders ter retirement, but if he runs in ' of the Chamber of Commerce said
cord of no wins and six losses,
Union needs it South Fulton.
Radio Station WENK in
caught in the wire and tore them the form of most retired men, that the contents will no doubt
School patrons at South Fulton I think I would welcome an old
City said he believed a radio staon be used in his work to acquaint
plum off. We had to get rid of he'll keep pretty well posted
.
are
not
those to give up easily. face around the ball park if he
tion could make money in Ful' on in the insurance prospective
industries with the
her. We rented nine acres of the what's going
So aeute is the situation at the could go for a win once in
a_
ton.1
potentialities of the city.
land to a fellow living near here, field
South
Fulton school, observers while. We certainly don't mean
' All the money except $2500 has
but that poor man, just caught
The News.editors who worked
believe
by
that
the
this
that
citizens would
we are ashamed of
now been subscribed, and after
----theshareLleck,frem us. He didn't
with Mr. Creason and Mr. Mler
this stock has been sold, the next make any attempt to get some eUr rookies, however, because we
in
the data on theilSS
do a bit of good, jus(rainedall
CRY
lype
One
-rier.
ave-the
most
step. towards. getting -the radio
promising looking
arc
indebted to the
Courter-the time and ruined his crop.
The petition calling for a spec- bunch.of rookies in the dub that
Mahlon Shelbourne, attorney of station is to hicorporatisand to
for its interest in the welial
we
have
session
of
the
had
in
county
quite some time.
conrt
elect directors. '
just
have
" will be the guest
"Everything we
fare of. our community and are *
With a combination of veterans
meetag may be the answer.
Those attending the
County
at
the
Fulton
speaker
seems to go on over to the Gus
James Warren, local attorney securing the permission of the
were: L. L. Moss, F. -A. Homra, Observers who viewed results that have been around the cirone was elected president of the new- newspaper to reprint the article Young Democrats Organizational Dr. R. V. Putnam, Jr., W. B. of the ballotting Saturday were cuit and know the ropes, with our
Paschalls. We had a dog
Cayce
High
Meeting
to
be
held
at
time and he stayed over there ly organized Fulton County Bar in full for further distribution to
School Monday, May15, at 8 p. m. Holman, Ira Little, Mrs. Garrett, of the opinion that failure of the crop of promising rookies, we
half of the time. Even had a boy Association at the meeting held interested agencies over the
All persons are invited to hear of Union City, Dr. R. W. Bushart, measure's proponents to include a should all be well pleased with
and he just naturally went in at the Rainbow Room
Monday United States.
i
Mr.-Shelbourne
and all men and- R. E. Sanford, Smith Atkins, definite program of consolidation our club when the 1950 season is
Paschalls, evening. Flavious B.
the direction of the
Martin,
l'kvomen
-between
the ages of six- Roper Fields, James Warren, Ray in the proposed bond issue con- ended.
stayed over there all the time, Commonwealth attorney
was
We'll start our series of intro-,
forty are eligible to be Graham, Warren Graham and C. tributed to its defeat.
too."
principal speaker of the evening.
The county total of 3,437 votes ducing the Railroaders to you
H. Warren, secretary of the
active members.
Other officers elected were:
cast was higher than had been with our old friend Ralph "Red"
The State Convention of the Chamber of Commerce.
"I tell you, if we hkd to live John Bondurant, vice president;
expected by most seasoned aoliti- Beckering. "Red" gets his nickClub
will
be
Young
Rtemocrats
off of what this farm brings us, Justin Attebery, secretary; Wood
honestly as anyone can
cal observers, but apparently I name
ELECTED SECRETARY
held in Louisville on May 30-31 '
death.
We
tried
we'd starve to
Tipton, John
Bonderant and
Highway Commissioner John and June 1.
Nancy Jones, Popular member there was more intermit, through- Plainly see with just one look.
and
raishaving a little plant bed
Jennings Kearily,. Codstituflon A. Keck
announced today the
The purpose of organizing a at the South Fulton Chapter of out the county than had been He's a St Louis lad, who was
We II, seems and By-Laws committee.
ed tomato slips.
This award of contracts totaling $3,- club at this time is so the dub the
RailHomemakers of forecast. Voters began going to signed last year on the
Future
everybody around here had good committee was instructed.- to 314,962 and Providing for can- can be represented at the state America was elected State secre-, the Polls early and by noon there roader pitching staff after being
slips and got money for them, draft a constitution and set up struction, reconstruction and sur- Convention.
tary at the meeting held recent- were indications that the total released by the Mayfield Clotheir
but when we tried to sell ours. by-laws for the local club.
facing of 322.56 miles of hignway
ly in Naghville. Miss Jones also court was going higher than had organization. We would release
didn't get a thing for 'em. But
him now but for the fact he might
beee anticipated,
in 45 counties.
Mrs. Daisy Grady of Oakland, received her State degree.
I'll tell you we're the happiest
turn on us this season and beat
Improvements listed include 10 California is visiting her daughShe will perticipate in the FHA
people in the world.
the socks off us jug as he did to
federal aid projects costing el,- ters in Fulton, Mrs. Leon Hutch- workshops to be held in the State
Mayfield last season. "Red" has
262,850; 19 state projects costing ens and Mrs. Wskd McClellan.
during August.
"We sold some standing timber
looked good on the mound this
$1,495,919; 11 rural secondary
off of the place and gave 25% of
season, even better than last sea-.
roads, $543;685; and two rural
what we got to the church. That's
son, seeming to have better conRoy Bard, President of the Ful- highways, $48,507.
what makes us so happy I guess. ton County Farm. Bureau antrol and a little more speed. He is
Con t racts financed
entir'ely
Members Of the Board of Di.
We just stay out here and stay nounces this week that a Nitro- from state fends we
feet 3 inches tall, weighs about
awarded
States
Fulton
Southern
rectors
of
busy all the time. We have a gen test has been added .to the in this area—all for bituminous
180 pounds, is 23 years of age,
the
Southern
Cooperative,
and
daily Bible lesson to read and local soil testing Laboratory at surfacing as follows:
bats right banded and throws left
State, Fu'aen Farm Home Advisthen the daily chapter in the Bi- ,Hickman. Mrs. W. H- Harrison
Fulton —Hickman-Fulton road
They hitched their wagon to a time RN, and rven practical ory Committee, their wives. and handed. He isn't married. If you
ble. We have to prepare for our ,
are at the ball
park and still
1 has been trained to run the test from KY 125-, four miles south of star ..:Sid and Dessie Dyer did nurses.
hvsbands will meet Wednesdasi
Sunday School lesson and then by the Agronomy Department at Hickman to KY 127 north • of . . . and now they're riding the
"Dr. Dyer is a surgeqn. He evening, May 17 at 7:00 p. M. ill can't find "Red", just holler, "is
do chores around the house, and the University of Kentucky.
there
bete
Jordan-Cayce-Moscow road from rainbow.'In an article appearing handles most of the hospital work the Derby Cafe, Fulton, Kenanyone.
born:. St.
really we don't have time to read
According to John B. Watts. Hickman county line to Tenness- in the Sun-Democrat on Sunday but brings Dr. Gant Gaither here tucky, to make plans for their Louis?" That's all yotellititult Ise
paper
that County Agent,
anything but the
do.
145 soil tests have ee line, 11.729 miles; Robert M. the Dyers were written up for from Hopkinsville in a pinch. The local 1950 Southern States Cor
comes once a week."
little fellow that you see
been run in the local laboratory. Robinson, Owensboro, $114,229.82. the wonderful work they are do- hospital has all modern equip- operative Annual
Membership
Fulton-Hickman — Fulton-Ful- ing in their fine little 17-bed hos- ment—including latest-type X- Meeting and to nominate persons lading around with "Red" is our
Of 89 samples taken from the upThe Morrises weren't kidding lands 51 needed lime, 45
were gham-KIrbytown road from US pital. The article was a general ray machine, incubator, new oxy- to fill vacancies
occuring this, former shortstop • Perry "Tex"
when they said they're the hap- low in phosphate and 71-were
45 near Fulton to Nicholas Store, story on the city of Kuttawa and gen tent and electro-surgical unit year on the Board and Advisory Brown, who now plays second
low
piest people in the world. As we in potash. Sixty two samples
for both minor and major sur- Committee. Elections will take base for the Railroaders. "Tex"
have 12.632 miles; Robert M. Robin- had this to say of the Dyers.
hoped that been tested
left them we just
the
uttawa is about as proud of gery. The operating room is air- place at the membership meeting. joined the Railroaders at
from the Delta sec- son, Owensboro.
things would get better, and they tion. Four of these need
beginning of the 1949 season and
Dyer Hospital—a fine 17-bed'nos- conditioned. The Kuttawa Rolime, two
Members
of
the
Board
are
Ho-,
quickly assured us, that things need phosphate
1 in a renovated old colonial tary Club put on a drive to buy men Weatherspoon, Charles IL /1Tft fippeared in practically every
and fourteen Baseball Starting Time
weren't bad at all, they wished were low in potash.
is Moon and Robert Holland, Ful- game that the 'Fulton boys have
idence;b-n a high hill east of the tent and incubator and
everybody could be as happy as
It is best for a farmer to first Is Changed by Officials the high school—as it is the new pushing a campaign to equip the ton, I. W. Hammond, Cayce, Roy played since there He makes his
thee are.
get the phosphate content high
Put the supper dishes away as highway. (Residents make many lagspital with an electro-cardio- D. Taylor, Crutchfield and Lucian borne in Maud, Texas, just a few
miles west of Texarkana, is 19and the acidity of his soil low, soon as you can ... baseballteime jokes because there is a funeral graph. About half-enough money H. Isabel' Hickman.
In our story last wees about Mr. Bard stated. Then
home a stone's throw down the is raised.
Members of the Farm
Home years of age, weighs about 1511
potash and has been changed.
the neW agreement with Fulton nitrogen
hospital and a
"The hospital serves a territory Advisory Committee are
Mrs. pounds and is 5 feet, 8 inches ins
fertilizers will prove
Officials announced today that road from the
and K. U. on the new city white. profitable if they are
needed, he a new time schedule for home cemetery right across the road that has 10,000 to 18,000 people. Reginald Williamson, Mrs. M. C. height. He bats right handed and.
way system, we crossed up our added.
Dr. Dyer, proud of the reaction to McClanahan, and Mrs. M.
C. throws right handed, quite often
ball games has been put in effect from it.)
figures, erroneously reporting
hitting the king ball. Married?
with the evening games starting "Dr. Sidney Dyer came hare his hospital, plans to add 12 more Moon, Fulton, Mrs. Charles Adthat the monthly expediture
Shucks no, gals.
NISBET HERE MAY 12
at 7:45 p. m. and the Sunday from Fulton to start the hospital rooms and facilitim for 26 beds in ams and Mrs. Robert Brasfield,
would be $166; the correct figEver wonder about any of the.
R. D. Nisbet, field secretary of games starting at 2:30 in tha af- amid general community rejoic- all and to ted a dentist and an- Hickman and Mrs. 0. G. Howell,
ure is $116.10.
farmer Fulton boys, wether they
ing over the institution. The staff' other doctor in the hospital. Shel- Crutchfield.
disabled ex-service men, will be ternoon.
OP"
hospital
the
Alvis E. Jones, manager of the are doing OK or not? Dick GuyTo accomodate the late work- includes Dr. Dyer and his wife, tie Dunn owns
at the Legion Cabin all day FriRailroader centerYeah, Man . . . that's the secret day, May 12 filing claims for vet- ers on Saturday, games on that a registered nurse; another full- building and he fixed it up nice- local Agency, will also attend the ton, former
f.elder, is now playing for
.. . just keep smiling.
thetime registered nurse; one part- ly in the interest of the hospital." session.
day will begin at 8:30 p. so.
erans.
-Chattanooga Looirouts in the role
of left fielder or sometimes as
Jackson Expects 3000
pinch hitter. His betting average
for States Rights Rally
is number nine in the Southern
Ass'n., a neat .36a
record is
Some 3,000 persons are expect16 hits for 44 tim, 'hat, one of
ed this weekend in Jackson, Miss.,
French
people
have
a
casa
Those
old
—
home
section
town.
those
a
old
the
bonier.
T
Around
-slayed last
the time to stand and stare at all
By Mary-Nelle Wright
for the third
national
States
streets, crowded ual way of makieg you like them
The next day we started out year for the Charl-'•- club in the
Chamber of Com- the old world beauty and charm maze of narrow
Rights Democrats meeting. They
When the
buildings, right away. When I grew con- early for the Irish Channel as we Tri-State League
fascinating
old
with
B) and
face decisions which may mean merce of New Orleans painted the of the French Quarter, the Irish
he had a yen to talk to some
supper
the steps to chat with cerned about his
games.
real hit .284 in a total !
life or death for the movement. sign above its Union Station that Channel, the Wharves, the Patios we sat on
shrugged his shoulders and said, Irish people. Soon we found
who
had
Bob
lady
Schultz,
1946
French
native
a
'+an
Chick
a
Most of those who led four deep says, "America's Most Interestand Lakes.
spent the greater part of her life 'One can always eat after they little Irish bar maid who talked strike-out king, io
the proSouth states out of the regular ing City" they knew exactly what
money."
the
get
with
perty
of
house
the
little
quaint
Nash.
that
'
in
to
us
in
a
Vols
in
the
real Irish brogue and
Surely there can be few pieces
democratic party in 1948 will be they were saying. And when I
We stepped in N Pat O'Brien's entertained us by singing "When Southern. His rec r,I to date is
an antique shop in one half of the
present for the "where do we go pounded the pavements, climbed more interesting than Old New
building and her living quarters to hear the grave voice of the Irish Eyes are Smiling." (Faith, one win against no losses. Herfrom here" gathering. A plan of the stairs, and queried hundreds Orleans. There one comes to feel
of that In the other half. she told of the famous Mercedes, who, upon and she did sing it well, too.) man "Dusty" Rhodes, Fulton's
atmosphere
the
income,
deeply
age,
their
about
people
of
exaction will be discussed at an
which change there has been since the learning that we were from Ken- Yes, the Irish Channel will con- 1947 shortstoo and base thief, has
doing the cen- proud old city through
marital status
ecutive committee session.
conquest, restoration of the French Quarter. tucky, sang My Old Kentucky tinue to mean to me kind hearts, been sent to Hartfor'l1.,jf the Class
culture,
our
of
for
much
cash
extra
little
make
a
to
sus
comthe
The vice-chairman of
"There's something about it," she Home while everyone joined in free minds and a place where hu- A League by the Milwhukee club
commerce came.
mittee, W. W. Wright of Jackson, that coveted trip, I, too, knew and
of the American Ass'n. (Class
the stars in said, "that gets a grip on you and on the chorus. Little things like man lives are made richer.
under
dined
was
As
we
effort
the
all
that
then
eVen
program
Miss., says he wants a
that spell the success of many
Down at the dock we watched AAA). "Dusty" led his league
Two Sister we you can't get away."
the
Court
of
the
worthwhile.
-oorganization,
so-o-o-o
calling for stronger
Further down the street we entertainers.
a ship just in from South America (I-I-I) last year in stolen bases,
those
respect for
Even the poet, methinks it was felt a deep
The second night we were there as she unloaded
-iv
-all-planned drives to raise monher cargo of the benefit of his services going
who made a point stopped for a visit with Henri
people
French
in
Orleans
New
had
Wordsworth,
offices
in
ey and States Rights
their Mathe, that talented artist who we met our old friends, Bob and bananas. There's something about to Waterloo.
planning
in
privacy
of
ago,
years
wrote
he
when
mind
state.
Susye Binford (who live there) ships that dascinate people and
each Southern
HEARD ON THE AIR: The
houses around a secluded patio left liver cooking on the stove
"What is Life if, full of care,
had a real "old home it surely did that to a member Owensboro announcers were loud.
inhabited by banana trees and while he drew individual carica- and we
and
stand
time
to
no
have
We
DAY
DECORATION
week" for a
couple of hour's. of our party as we missed her in their praise for the hurling of
assorted other plants. We soon tures of the whole group. Before
Stare."
There's nothing quite so enjoy for a few minutes, then sew her Matthew Neiderhauser in his 1-le
Decoration Day will be obsergot used to sitting down for a we had been there any longer
of
us
did
six
what
just
This
is
next
Church
victory over the Oilers durina
ved by the Palestine
feel- able as seeing old friends when
were in meal directly under a stalk of than ten minutes we had a
(Continue on page it)
Tuesday night's game.
Sunday, May 14 it *as announced last weekend while we
ing of being completely at home. yeti are a "fur piece" from the
growing bananas.
simply
took
We
Orleans.
New
this week.

DULEY LOOKS AHEAD
TO JULY RETIREMENT

1s. 1

JAMES WARREN
BAR PRESIDENT

RADIO STATION FOR
FULTON IS PLANNED

SHELBOURNEEWILL
ADDRE MEETING

TWO ROAD PROJECTS teenand
STARTED IN COUNTY

NITROGEN TEST
ADDED TO LAB .

COOP
OP DIRECTORS
Sid and Dessie Dyer Hitched Their Wagon TO MEET AT DERBY
To A Star And Now .... Just Read Here!

New Orleans: Peasants and Poets,Ships and Pirates

•

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentucky

R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELLNG,
Editors and Publishers.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association.
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.
Subscription Rates $2 per year in, Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Term.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, $2.50 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.
Published Every Friday Of The Year.
There Is. .. nothing that keeps the Jleart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, MAY 12, 1950

We're Helping Russia
With Her Cold War
United States Senator George W. Malone
(R., Nev.) said yesterday in the Senate .that
there must be an immediate housecleaning of
poor security risks in government jobs, and
that it was senseless to try to measure loyalty
by degrees, as the Administration is doing in
differentiating between those classed as disloyal to America and those government employees classed as 'poor security risks.'
Senator Malone demanded that action be
taken on his bill, S. 3213, for the creation of a
Loyalty Review Board as an independent establishment of the Federal Government, the
members of which would be approved by the
Senate. The 'Neveda Senator said that the present Board, scattered over the world

from

Hawaii to New York, seldom if ever meet.together, that its office staff, as a matter of

Politics Shelved.
For Derby Time
State Representative Harry Lee Waterfield has stated he is waiting until Derby week
is over, before announcing his decision on
whether or not he will oppose Governor Clements for the United States Senate nomination.

loyalty boards. Poor security risks are still in
Government posts in

Washing-

ton, the Senator said, and his bill would be in
the interest of security of the nation.

"Al-

CO R.FD.

estio

fit

OV A
PICKLE

PACK
PUNCH

Ed's Not: Judge Dawson is the father of
Mrs. Arch Huddleston, Jr., and one of the most
prominent and influential jurist in Kentucky.

Bill of Rights For
Kentucky's Youth
We like the bill of rights for Kentucky's
'hildren, presented by the secretary of PTA
at the meeting in Owensboro last week.
Just in case you did not read it, we.give
you Mrs. Edgar F. Dixon's version of what
it takes for the proper development of, children, and what they should rightfully expect.
"The right to be born into a home,- community, and nation that cares about the
health'of body and mind, a decent home and
family life: the best education possible; spiritual education: a universe unruined by mistake of parents and an earth not destroyed by
atom or H-bomb, ahd a security built with.
the arts of peace.This bill of rights incorporates everything
we could wish for, and to our way of thinking
gives us a wonderful goal for which to strive.

Let's Keep That
Prize Money Here

Kentucky's_ cattle_Lmlers are going to
have to lake the "bull by the horns" or what
some men of fine character, I regret to say
is more correct the "steer by the horns" if
they are going to keep their share of the Bour!hat the'lloard itself is not above reproach. I
bon Beef Show premium money in'Kentucky.
. m reliably informed, and there is documentThis is the first year that out of state competi• ry evidence to back it up, that one William
tors have been allowed to enter and they are
"...uciwig* Ullman, in applying for a Governtaking full advantage of the invitation. They
nent post, gave the name of Harry W. Blair,
all seem to want to win part of the $5,000 in
.awyer, Tower Building, Washington, D. C.,
premium money which is offered.
as his perscinal reference. Later, Ullman was
At the moment out of state entries have
been received from.Ohio, Indiana, Minoii,
accused of being a member of the espionage
Iowa and Mississippi.. While the bulk of the
group which conveyed information from the,
entries are Kentucky Cattle still a good nurnfiles of the State Department here to agents
ber of these out of state folks are bringing top
A the Soviet Union, and when Ullman. was
animals to compete.
subpoenaed and aseea qu tions perta:aing to
interest seems to be high in the singles
these charges he refused to answer or. the
classes this year with 93 single steers entered
round of sell-incrimination. Harry W. Blair,
to date. When entries closed last year only 71
who is one of Ullman's sponsors, is a member0single steers were down on the lists so corn.f the President's Loyalty Review Board.
petition for the $1,000 given the Grand ChamThe senator continued; 'There is no depion and the $500 given the _Reserve Grand
nying that the President's Loyalty Review
Champion will be tight.
Board has cleared persons subsequently found
The two Wier major prizes are $1,000 for
to be poor security risk. To illustrate: A Mr.
the Champion Carload and 2500 for the SecJesse Eppstein, an admitted member of the
ond Prize Carload. Fewer carloads are entered
professional unit of the Communist Party in
now than this same time last year but the last
Seattle, Washington, was cleared by the loyalminute rush is expected to push the number
ty review board of the Federal Public Housing
over last year's total. The other class in the
Authority and the President's Loyalty Review
show is for a group of three steers or heifers.
Board approved that clearance.
There are 47 different premiums.
The man
known in the Commerce Department ai MichAll cattle entered must be on fee June
ael J. Lee( whose real name is Ephraim Liebfirst and entry filed not later than June 15th.
erman, who was once
refused
Entry blanks and full information on the show
American
citizenship on the ground that he was not
is obtained from Buck Rash, Bourbon Beef
attached to principles of
Cattle Assn., Farmers Bank Bldg., Henderson,
Constitution
of
United States,' was cleared and is still Chief
Ky. This year's show, which is the- fifth anof the Far Eastern Division of our Office of
nual event will be held Dec. 5th and 6th at
International Trade. I am told that William
the Bourbon Stock Yards in Louisville.
Remington, who admitted to cooperating with
With the exceptionally fine cattle raised
Elizabeth T. Bentley, a confessed Soviet spy,
in Fulton County and
environs, we would
was cleared by the present Board and is now
certainly like to see plenty entries from this
in the Department of Commerce( but trentsection, with the subsequent result of bringferred to a job where it is considered safe to
ing home the prizes.
work."
The Communistic
infiltration into the
The precept, "Know yourself," was.not
United States Government smells to high_
solely intended to obviate the pride of Manheaven and unquestionably is accomplishing
kind; but likewise that we might understand
the Soviet intention of overthrowing our Govour own worth—Cicero.
ernment by boring from within. Ironically
enough Elizabeth Bentley is seeking employThe force of one's being, if it has any
ment in the Federal Government and we'll bet
force, must come from within.—R. W. Clark.
we see the ay that she gets a job. Her confession to the
contrary, a leopard doesn't
Of all exercises there are none of so much
,changes its spots.
importance, or so immediately our concern,
We're not F cure that Senator Malone's
as those which let us into the knowledge.of
bill will solve the tremendously serious situaour own nature.—Bishop Warburton.
tion, but any attempt to rid the Government
of Communistic rats is a step forward.
The poet's line, "Order is heaven's first
If President Truman persists in making • law," is so eternal true, so axiomatic that it
light of the fact that Communists are employhas become a truism; and its wisdom is as
ed by the Government the Russians will save
abvious in religion and scholarship as in asthemse'ves an 'awful lot of money by not
tronomy or mathematics.—Mary Baker Eddy.
having to fight a shooting war.' They'll just
take I— over easy like. Real loyal Americans
' Ruffian character evermore publishes itwill sr- "Red" then and start fighting. But
self. The most fugitive deed and word, the inlet's get madder'n hell now and save ourselves
timated purpose, expresses character.—Emthe trouble of a shooting was later on.
mersm.
the-Preside-net- LoY-alty Board includes

PENNY wrnsrcE:f
PICKLE PACKING

Former Federal Judge Charles I. Dawson
has also asserted he would specify his primary platas after the Derby. Judge Dawson
had said previously he would consider running for the Republican senatorial nomination.

course, approves the findings of the lower
important

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeafters

"Stop

going around saying things are in a pretty pickle'

campaigner on a focal bask. It
should be noted, however, that
he isn't well known at all, except among the top state Republican leaders, in Louisville and to
the
noted, too. The
ofu
isho
Thisest
trouble is that when the G-O-P
strong-men sit down to try to sift
out the possibilities they find
themselves in a tough spot. The
person who might stand a chance
Clements' strong
against Earle
Lee Watermachine, or Harry
field, should Waterfield enter the
primary and win—some of these
there is any
don't think
real
chance for their nominee to defeat either ,Democratic candidate.
This attitude is typical, just as
the Kentucky situation is typical,
with the Reof what's wrong
publicans nationally. They are a
sick political party. When the Republicans gave us a sound, constructive program and a genuine,
honest, sincere candidate whom
we can trust to carry out that
program—when they rid themselves of some of the deadwood
which is a parasite growth killing their party—then, and not before, will the Republicans get the
ruggedly independent,,, ruggedly
individualistic votes they must
get to win

whose beliefs I regard pretty
highly, that Morton has made a
sufficiently good record and
knows enough people over the
enougr so that he
state well
would Ile an extremely valuable
man for the job.
Mrs. Stanley Pace of Burkesvile, The G-O-P national committeewoman is coming in for
some favorable comment. She has
particularly
support,
strong
among those ,who feel that
something dramatic, something
unusual, something
different,
backed up with. hard work and
cash has the best chance in battling the Democrats.
Former Highway Commissioner
Steve Watkins of Lexington, past
president of the State Chamber
of Commerce is another
possibility. But top party circles believe Steve has gubernatorial
bug in his ear and won't risk an
unsuccessful Senate race.
There is Doctor Paul York of
Glasgow, whose name is high on
the list of several G-O-P bigwigs.
There is Judge Edwfri Denny
of Mount Vernon, who probably
could muster as much of the
strongly
Republican East Kentucky vote as anyone else, who
has shown himself to be a strong

Sernionette Of The Week
From The Files:

Tiototin9 Bach lite Clock
May 15, 1925:
D. F. Wren,- real estate operaex-college-professor of
-tor and
Martin, Tenn., will address the
Busy Men's Bible Class Sunday
Park . . . . "Let's Go
at Carr
Traveling," an operetta, will be
produced by pupils of Terry Norman school at Carr Park tonight.
W. H. Spradlin, 57, architect,
contractor and one of Fulton's
leading citizens, passed away at
his home on Pearl Street.
Asbir Homra, 42, a citizen of
Fulton for 25 years and a member of the firm of Hornra Brothers, died May 13 at a Paducah
Hospital, where he was undergoing treatment.
C. R. Collins, the new freight
agent who has cone to fill the
vacancy caused by the death of
J. F. Boone, was elected to the
Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Collins stated that he lived in Fulton 17 years ago and was glad
to be back.
"Let's Go Traveline", an operetta, will be presented by pupils of the Terry Norman school
tonight at Carr Park auditorium.
The program includes: (Song):
Sara Mai William*, Dorothy Jane
Morris, Virgil Kinney and Fred
Homra; (Dance): Susy Fall; (cast
of characters for the operetta):
Hazel Dean Henley, Grace Duncan, Lorene Riggs,'Wendell Hinkley, Mary Modeline Henderson,
Gerfodine Hundley, Mary Browning, Ruth
Hammett, Margaret
Shuck, Helen Henderson, Elizabeth Legg, Ruth Sinclair, Rebecca Brann and Harry Reeves.
The senior class of the South
Fulton High school
was entertained by the
sophomores last
week at the home of Miss Katheryn Gibbs, east of town. Several
musical selections were rendered
by Miss Mary Whitsal Matthews.
Refreshments were served and all
engaged in social conservation.
Trade names in the ads 25
years ago: "Herrin" the aristocrat
of refrigerators; "Hotpoint" electrical percolators; "The ftexall
Store", Evans Drug Co.; "That
good
Gulf Gasoline"; "John
Deere"
wagons;
"Queen's

To Coe, Qoaci MaL4e4

By Joseph- Brieg
creator and father with God.
There comes to .every good • Thereafter. the secret is whispered to relatives, friends, neigh•
Choice,". "Superba- "Peerless.' moth -r an annunciation.
The Angel Gabriel was sent hors; and ripples of rejoicing aid
flours, by Browder Milling Co.;
from God to the Virgin, saying ta expectation flow out and out in an
"Arro-Lock" shingles by Pierceher: "Fear not Mary, for thou
ever-widening circle of new happCequin & CO.
hast found grace with God: behold thou shalt •conceive in thy iness never taken from mankind.
May 16, 1930:
womb, and shalt bring forth a
It is joy of it sort most strange,
The City of Fulton is figuLine son."
because it grows more poignant
on electrifying its
water pint
To each mother comes a mess-with each renewal. "Mother,
Mayor Paul DeMyer and Council- age from God. Deep in her heart
men T. H. Irby, T. T. Boaz. J. E. she hears a whisper: "Thou hest when will the new baby be here?"
Hannephin and J. A. Colley re- found grace with God, behold For the mother of other children,
cently visited Henderson to in- thou hast conceived in thy the ecstasy is multiplied in the
spect a water plant there similar womb," And under her heart lives liltle faces clustering round, wideto what is proposed here.
a new life.
eyed with anticipation . as if
The power of the Most High has christma.s were coming, reflecting
J. 0. Lewis of Owensboro has overshadowed her,, to breathe her own hopes back into her heart.
been elected to succeed V. 0. My- forth an immortal soul, a child of
Gna is_wir.c_;_ „and -wisely did -11e
ers aS superinferideia of the Ful- God, who-se inheritance through choose to be a child. Nothing so
ton City Schools.
baptism is eternity with the unites a family as does the little
saints; who will be young when one who in helplessness rules with
Fulton and South Fulton
to- the Day Star is dead, who will be sweet tyranny; and when at last
gether showed a population -in- strong and tall after time itaelf the family of nations is brought
crease of 400 over the 1920 fig- has faltered and fallen
together in peace, it will be aroures,, according to information - Understanding God's wordless und the crib of an infant.
released this week by census sup- world to her, she rises up with
To every good mother, if she
ervisor Miller Hughes. In 1920 the haste to spread the good news.
has faith, there comes reassurance
population on the Kentucky side, She sees the face of her husband and courage. At her side, could
not including Riceville and High- transfigured as she confers upon she but see him, stands an angel
lands, was 3415, the population him the tremendous office of of God saying: "Fear not."
is now
counted at 3504, Mr.
Nem.
AmamiHughes stated. The combined
towns showed 5,065 in 1920 and
now Show 5,490, for a gain of a
little less than nine percent.
The New
Kentuckian Hotel
here was sold to J. E. Penny, the
main creditor, for $40,000.

A group of happy friends of
Mr. and Mrs. William
Duncan,
newly-weds, met at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Jackson
on Carr Street for entertainment
given in honor of the couple.

Special!

17)udget

THIS FULL-SIZE, TOP QUALITY

1950

•

RANGE

Curly Joe McClain of Austin
Springs ran against a branch of
a tree and came near putting an
eye out last week. The eye is badly swollen.
The 15th annual commencement at the Water Valley Hie—
schocil
May 16 consisted of the
follow.
program: Processional,
Lorene Wright; Invocation, Rev.
W. D: Dunn; Vocal Solo, Trula
Campbell;
Salutatory, Sarah
Agnes Taylor; violin number,
Mary Nell Nall; Address, Prof. C.
S. Lowery; vocal solo, Dalton
Mansfield; valedictory, Eva Belle
Weaks; presentation of diplomas
by H. H. Mills and benediction by
Rev. W. D. Dunn.

Dick Oberlin:

20 DOWN

Neidi#t's 644e4i.dalion4

S2.11 per Irk.

Three Republicans are now in
the race for United States Senator from Kentucky. These three
and possibly more will gun for
the nomination to be decided in
election the first
the primary
Saturday in August.
They are James William Brown
of Louisville, Elmer Roberts of
Campton and Charles Whittle of
Brownsville. .
Whittle's filing when he did
came as a surprise because it is
understood that in
talks with
friends
state—talks
over the
aimed at lining up campaign support—Whittle had said, that he
wouldn't definitely make known
his intentions until after the Derby.
Will he have company, besides
Brown and Roberts, who are not
considered strong opposition?
There appears to be more wishful
thinking in -Republican
circles
about a candidate with a chance
to beat Earle Clements in • the
general election
than there is
actual work on
getting a good
men or then to run. "If we could
only get John Sherman Cooper,"

you hear some of them say. "If
we could only get Jim Park!" If
we could only get this person or
that.
It is my opinion, from several
conversations with John Cooper,
Somerset
that the man from
would run for the nomination if
he was absolutely sure he would
iv elected.
Jim Park, the widely and favorably known Lexington
attorney who tried for the Senate
several years ago, doesn't want
to try again.
Judge Clarence Bartlett, who
long has been my idea'of what a
senatorial candidate should look
like—and whose thinking, I believe, is close to that of Cooper's
—Judge Bartlett, I understand,
says he won't run, either.
Thurston Morton, the popular
Congressman from the Third district might make a strong G-O-P
senatorial nominee, but some Republicans shy away from the idea
of running a Louisville man in
a state-wide race. It is this observer's ppinion, confirmed by
some 'astute .political analysists

Now Every Family
Full Price 5189.9!
Can Enjoy the Big
Advantages of Electric Cooking!
You'll
find,, logger, better buy
than this one!
We offer you a genuine 1950 Hotpoint I lei:the Range at a marketshattering price—payable on the easiest terms in town! All tie joys of
cooking electrically can be yours, yet
your budget will hardly notice the
difference! Come in and judge for
yourself!
LOOK TO

"91111,..

By the Makers of
America's Leading
Electric Ranges
• DEEPWELL COOKER
•CAIRO°
UNITS
• HI-SPEED BROILER
• 1-PIECE STEEL BODY
•PORCEt AIN FINISH

1111111111ffraertv

Poi

FOR THE FINEST —FIRST!

Bennett Electric
217 Main Street

2 STORES324 Walnut Street
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tees and directors. Mr. Harvey Friday, May 12, 1950,--The Fulton -News—Page 3
Vaughan representing this Ward
•
gave- a brief talk. Mr. Vaughan, fitting for the occasion, and Bro. the postwar period 'ma much betprayby
dismissedcitizen
Morgan
W. E.
I ter financial position than .he was
an enthusiastic, energetic
has been responsible for many er of praise and thanksgiving to I in die "rewar period. His interest
women I rates a-^ lower and income highthings in furthering educational our Lord who gives us
like Mrs. Martha to teach our er. In 1929 farmers had an indebefforts in his community.
hoys and girls so much more than tedness of 9.6 billion dollars, by
a
Teachers in the audience who
Communities are like individu- Chestnut Glade neighborhood. It seated at a desk, as if to start
is found inside of readers and 1945 it was down to: 4.7 billion,
days
school
of
routine
with
worked
regular
hardhad
time
-leafing,
line
some
at
is made up of God
als in that they have a plumb
and at present Is 5.5 Mon.
arithmetics.
looked out
Mrs. Martha were asked to stand
to measure up to. Throughout the working, and home-loving peo- activities, Mrs. Martha
it was an evenfelt
all
Everyone
of
faces
smiling
of
sea
body
a
in
a
sat
upon
the
they
to
where
alert
from
always
Wisdom, ple. They are
ceaseless ages in His
RAIN MAKERS
lovely in a
and identified themselves than— ing well spent wished for Itfre.. START DOWNPOUR
God has set up goals for people needs of their schools, and ages. Mrs. Croft was
long, happy, useful life
a
face,
Martha
sweet
Her
frock.
Milan,
lavender
of
Morgan
E.
to
ready
W.
Mrs.
folks
ever
also
wherever
churches and
to reach and
lovScientist conducted a rain exAdkerson of in retirement along with her
Tenn.; Mrs. Sam
strive together to attain their show their appreciation to any of which so clearly portrays her
a
in
as
framed
service
Nelson husband, Mr. Joe Croft on their periment in Mexico last summer
of
life
Lynette
ing
Mrs.
Services.
Fulton;
near
their
-a
find
for
will
folk
you
ideals, there
their own
gray
Allen of near Fulton; Maynard beautiful farm.
prosperous neighborhood.
Just such an occasion was cele- picture by her beautiful
and believe they produced a 350
complete the effect her
Reed of Jackson, Tenn.; Mrs.
may be brated on the evening of May 5,1 hair. To
Such a community
billion t Ilion rain. They say the
a
MAY
her
upon
FOR
pinned
BUYS
Martin,
lovingly
FOOD
of
Flowers
son
I
Katherine
Chestnut
the
of
PTA
The
found near Fulton. That is the 1950.
downpour was started by stu.
gift
a
Orchid,
purple
Clements
Bessie
gorgeous
Mrs.
thel
and
Tenn.;
of
aid
the
with
School,
expectGlade
The following foa-ds are
of near Fulton. All pupils of pre- ed to be relatively abundant in I ing 10 ounces of silver iodide in
entire community gathered at the from the PTA.
veBro. J. T. Drace, pastor of
sent and past years in the audi- Kentucky during the month of!the .air with a contraption
school to pay homage to one of
oversized blc 1Jence were asked to stand.
their teachers (Mrs. Martha Nix South Fulton Baptist Church, in
pork pork products, eggs,Iselmbling an
May;
was
Visitors In the audience given carrots, onions, cabbage, irish torch. The ,cost of the sil. or
Croft) on the eve of her retire- his most pleasing manner
honorable mention were recogni- potatoes, lettuce, canned corn, iodide was about $20.00.
ment from the teaching profes- master of ceremonies.,In presenting a panoramic discourse of Mrs.
zed as Mr. Clay Murray, (brother canned lima beans, broilers, frysion.
and his wife ers, hens, manufactured dairyl
of Mrs. Martha)
efforts Martha's life he interspersed each
'Through the untiring
He
fun.
of
quips
from Nashville, Tenn., also Mrs. products fish, dry beans and peas,
and leadership of Mrs. Ray Bond- scene with jolly
lita
as
her
of
Hall, wife of Mr. Claud Hall, of peanut butter, raisins, prunes and I
urant it was accomplilshed with- began by telling
—See—
Humboldt, Tenn.
out Mrs. Croft getting wise. This tle freckle-faced, sandy-haired,
canned peaches.
startgirl
little
program was
The following
feat alone is a compliment to a snaggle-toothed
T. H. "Tom" Cowden
presented by Bro. Drace.
neighborhood where telephones ing to school. This time was
FARMERS IN GOOD SHAPE
etione 1597 Union City, Tenn
Song, "School Days" the audiare party lines and where grape quickly passed over till her high
through
The farmers has'come
ence.
But school days. Bro. Drace asked her
vine gossip is attainable.
Two songs "by Mrs. Martha's'
through all the plans Mrs. Croft if she could recall the name of
School Class
In West Kentucky
with
ISlost Complete Stoeit
present school children"
remained uninformed and sweet- her Junior High
she
hesitation
Without
teacher.
Margaret Ann Finch at the piano.
ly innocent.
Song, "When the Lights Go on
At the decided hour she was replied it was Mr. Claud Hall,
Summer-clad Mary Patton puts Again all over the World," by
gently ushered in the rear door now of Henderson, Tenn. Bro.
she uses as Sherry Rawls with MA. Evelyn
of the school house by her son, Drace replied she had a wonder- the lid on a basket
purse. She is heard on Johns at the piano. This is Mrs.
Leon Nix from Louisville, Ky., ful memory and expressed a wish a summer
the "Life Can Be Beautiful" profavorite song was a
who came for the special occasion that it were possible to have Mr. gram aired weekdays at 3 p.m., Martha's
source of comfort to her when her
to share this appreciation of his Hall on the program. Innocently EST, on WLW-NBC.
was in Service in
son, Leon
mother. Arriving on the beauti- he called if Mr. Hall should be
come to the
World War II.
442 Lake Street
fully decorated stage and being present to please
Phone 237
_t
stage. From behind the curtains, with his own. A letter of regret
Talks by all the honored guests
gracefully containing a beautiful poem
Mr. Hall, in person
of Presentation of lovely gifts conshook praise to Mrs. Martha .was read sisting of a beautiful rocker, a
and
crossed the stage
hands with Mrs. Martha and was from Clyde Pennick of Lake City, nice floor lamp, and a rural scene
seated. From that moment on the Ark. Bro. Drace also mad letters picture.
audience could tell Mrs. Martha from S. A. Barrix of Humboldt, Bro. Drace insisted on the hondid not know what to expect or Tenn.; Mrs. Ines Holiday Romine oree trying out the chair and it
whom for there were several vac- of Little Rock, Ark., and one was indeed a beautiful scene that
ant chairs waiting on the stage from Mrs. Troyee Brann of Ful- will live forever in each ones'
for some one.
ton. A letter of commendation memory of Mrs. Martha, quietly
Bro. Drace told the audience from the present Supt. of Weak- sitting, with the gift annual on
that the honoree finished hieh ley county school, Mr. J. T. Miles, her lap, neath the lovely lamp as
At STORE NAME there's
school at Palmersville in 1907. In' was read. Mr. Miles said .it was Peggy Nanney sweetly and softly
a handsome, masculine
1908 she started teaching at Old always a pleasure to place Mrs. sang, "Memeries."
PEDIGREE Straw for
I. sour •FM"-set isn't w ork
Sawyers School. She was then a Martha in any school.
Bro. Drace then read Prov. 31:es cry taste to keep you
richt. I can fix it for you ! fair maid of about 18 summers at
In rapid succession Bro. Drace 10-30 which scripture was indeed
well-dressed, crisp-looking
!low.
•
a
her
pupils
of
time
first
few
this
presented and seated in the stage
cool when the rest of
came up and shook hands with the following
who
principals
lam town is sizzling. Fea• • .
were: Mr. Harry clasped her hand in warm apher. These
turing colorful puggaree
I have a complete line of bat
Frields, Mr. Joe Harris, Mr. Bree- preciation—Beecher 0. Finch;
bands, these finely made
teries for portable sets. Get den, and Mr. Edwards.
•
Sam A. Adkerson. _Fulton, Ky.; _
sour new ones in time for that
PEDIGREE Sdawtare deThen 'the'Master of-eerenicall
Biggs
Danner of Palmersville.
picnic
baseball
trip,
fishing
signed Of light, porous
in
at
she
that
1909
taught
revealed
Mr. Danner left his own school
broadcast or weekend trip.
straw in a wide variety of
Greenfield and he also revealed commencement to pay his ressmart, up-to-the-minute
the records say she was married pects in person.
FREE pick-up and delivery
an lea for your good looks,
to Mr. Nix. He jokingly asked
the
immediate
in
ins
where
Bro. Drace then said in 1948her if she conformed to tradition
for extra coolness, and
not say he
.'ulton vicinity.
of woman accepting her first pro- 1949 that he would
warm weather - wearing
General Motor and
Chestnut Glade
posal. Of course she smilingly was principal at
—.fort.
the vacanBody Repair Work
agreed to the accusation. This but just merely filled
cy. The audience laughed when
union
a
was
blessed
with
baby
his
$2.50 to $8.00
gave
boy, Leon -who now grown to a Mr. Finch "openly
Drace
tall handsome, darkhaired young AMEN to the idea of Bro.
man who was thoroughly enjoy- filling.in.
Then last but in no wise least
ing the evening at his queenly
otherwise
mothers side. The records did not either in stature or
the present Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
M. E. (Ham) Ethridge
reveal her life from 1911 till 1921. Bro. Drace presented
CLOTHING CO.
PHONES: 1655, 1528
Fulton
Phone 455
It II conjectured that it was spent principal Ray Fleming.
each great
behind
course
Of
with
housekeeping, changing
Fulton
414 Lithe St.
of true3-corned pants and other woman- school is a strong board
ly duties.
'IN 1921 she taught in Houston,
Miss., and the following
year
came to Chestnut Glade. It was
recalled to her mind that from
1926-1930 she was co-worker with
a Mr. W. E. Morgan (now of Milan). Bro. Drace called on him to
please come to the stage if present. He did and Mrs. Martha
did not know what surprise this
master ceremonies wauld bring
Fo
forth.
From
m 1930-1935 Mr. A. J. Lowe
of Fulton was the principal under whom Mrs. Martha worked.
He was unable to attend but sent
a letter of congratulations to Mrs.
Martha upon completion of her
A jet black protectiv• enamworthy years of teaching. This
el of hloh•st quality Covers
letter was read to the audience.
trim as wilt as scrun
Along with the
sunshine in
won't clog the in•sh. Easily
Mrs. Martha's life some rain must
applied and dri•s quickly.
fall and she was compelled to
Prevents rust and corrosion.
walk in the shadows of sorrow
for in January of 1932 she lost
her companion in death. With
an
undaunted spirit and a
One "Jiffy" screen painter and duster staunched faith in her Lord she
on with her work.
I free with each quart of screen enamel went
From
1937-1942 her principal
was Tom W. Bruce of Waterbought at our store.
•
town, Tenn., who was unable to
attend the celebration but sent a
letter of regret and with it an annual of 1950 as a gift to her. In
Fulton
207 Church Street
it were his son's picture along

Chestnut-Glade Honors Mrs.
Martha Nix Croft, Retiring

be heads up,
and smart...
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On Mother's Day -- - Give
The Finest To The Best

SCREENS!

FREE

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

OR ORPICR, SCHOOL OR HONE

SPECIAL --Friday and Saturday Only
—This Certificate Is Worth $4.31—

69c
gregi!"

to one of our Genuine
rhis certificate and Sac entitles the
PENS.
indestructible $S 00 VACUUM FILLER SACKLESS FOUNTAIN
A lifetime Guarantee
Ink.
the
SEE
You
Visible Ink Supply.
with each pen.
THE PEN WITH A LIFETIME GUARANTEE

.4

C

—

ONE PULL AND ITS FULL. This pen
THE NEW PLUNGER FILLER—VADUUM TYPE—ZIP—ONLY
foun'ain dim on the market! You can write for three
nein. 200 per cent mere ink than any ore•nery
ten tested and guaran"I. '.o -.1r I '-ri No Prmonths on on• filling! No r only *has advertising *ale is on.
teed to be unbreakable Mr lite. Get yours NOW: This erldislata Good

LIMIT
3 Per to
Each
a•
CG

wi Drug Store
436 Lake Street
BUY NOW WHILE AVAILABLE

Fulton

No matter what her age, Mother will
be thrilled with a gift of Claussner
Kleer-Sheer Nylons. Because of their
flattering Personalized Proportions
and filmy beauty, Claussner Nylons
p
are treasured by every womap.
15 Denier — 51 Gauge
Size 8 to 11

$1.50'

So comfortable, so smart... he'll wear
'em everywhere! Luxury spun rayons,
rugged gabardines... a wonderful array of fabrics and styles.
All the fashion details he has envied
in far more expensive shirts. See Wings
sport shirts ... in our windows, on our
counters, today. Whites and colors.
Small, medium, medium-large, law
long sleeves

$3.95
$2.95, short sleeves
Nylon, long sleeves, in whites
$5.95
and gay colors

This

Pen
Will Be

A

35.00
Sale

Roberts Store
422 Lake Street
5.

Fulton

Roberts Store
422 Lake Street

Fulton

•
F.

son's garage.
speculation is
Some further
that he got a bunch of Bob Bin.
ford's Doodle oil of which Bob
has plenty ready for the hookand-line boys. That Doodle oil
sho brings 'em to the top. I am
thankful tho, Bill.
The Water Valley Bridge 'Club
meets this PM—Ages 40 to senility. The story teller of the Club
is in San Francisco. Now there is
one beautiful Globe Trotter with
a dare to anyone to dispute. Mrs.
worn out more
Craddock has
tires than all of her club put together. I wouldn't be surprised to
hear of her being in Alaska or
GUAM, Korea Preferred.
—Bill of Harris FORK.
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Water Valley
Odell Puckett

Hopkins of Fulgham.
Miss Ada Pigue is on the sick
list this week. -.Mrs. Etha Bomar arrived Friday morning from Detroit to visit
Aydelotte
her mother, Mrs. M.
and other relatives.
Mrs. Curtis Yates of Detroit is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Pearl
McCONNELL
Pigue, other relatives and friends.
Mrs. Eura Hall was in Mayfield
monthly singing
The regular
Friday afternoon.
will be held at the Baptist Church
Mrs. Hollis Harper of St.
the fourth Sunday night of this
Petersburg, Fla., is vi,siting her
month, May 28th. The Friendly
aunt, Miss Ada Pigue and other
Five and other well known singfriends.
ers will be there. The public is
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Patrick,
invited to attend this service.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Patrick
Preaching will be held at the
Crutchfield spent Wednesday
Church of Christ Sunday morn
with Mr. and Mrs. Richard Childing at 11:00 with Bro. Dwight
ress and boys.
Hall officiating. Mid-Week serviMr. and Mrs. Buster Bradley
ces are also held on Thursday
and son, Jerry, Mr. and Mrs, Harnight of each week, begininng at
old,Puckett were Saturday night
7:30. The public has a cordial insupper guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
vitation to attend all of these serC. McAlister.
vices. •
Miss Hula My Cooley of PaMrs. Addle Matthews is hospitand children visited his brother,
ducah spent the weeken4 with
Memorial
alized at the Haws
Mrs.
Marvin
Charlton
in
Mr.
and
her mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
Hospital, Fulton, and underwent
Mayfield
Sunday
afternoon.
Lois
Hopkins
of
Mis§;Ezruna
a major operation on Tuesday.
Wing9 spent Tuesday night with
Joyce Cruce
We wish for her a speedy recovMiss Inez'Cooley.
ery.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce spent
Sunday visitors in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Scott are pa Saturday night with their daughMr. and Mrs. Will Puckett HI
tents at the Jones Hospital, FulMrs. Haul.:
eluded: Mr. and
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs
ton.
Puckett, Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Pew. Mrs. Ben Jones is a patient in Earl Hutchison.
itt, Misses Hula Mae Cooley and
Elder and
the Baptist Hospital, Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Elnore Humphries, J. C. McSB
Alister and Brown Clifton.
Mrs. Jocie McClanahan of Fulher.
ton spent last week with
Somebody
gave
Mr. Bil
daughter, Mrs. J. C. Cooley and
Browning a "Hook - 'EM and
Mr. Cooley.
408 Eddings Street
HOLD-'EM fish hook. Now this
Sunday visitors in the home of . .
is just speculation on my part.
Mrs. Carl Cooley included. Mr.
Ann Whitnel
Ralph Breeden
But how else could he have got
and Mrs. .Porter Stephens and
Licensed Funeral Director
Apprentice Funeral Director
daughter, Gloria Ann, of Ftil- the fine flock of crappie that he
left on my back porch (in my abP. C. Jones,
ghmMr
, . andM
Mrs, JCC
J. U. oo1ey
I
_ Licensed Funeral Director aml Embalmer.
and boys, Billy and Harvey_. sence). They were beauts. But
hadto
have
a
bellyache.
My
r
--SeVeral—ff-this ciiiiin'Tunity atwife sez, "It's a .wonder he c
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
tended morning services" at Mt.
wouldn't
have
had
the
fish
man
Zion Sunday. The American Leclean them". "Hush, hush, Macugion was well represented and
Rev. L. E. Moore delieverd an in- isla"—Oh, Oh I forgot that I am
not still on the banks of the river
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
spiring message.
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Aesocintion, Ina
W. P. Williams arrived at his Shannon. Mapisla is Irish for P
MY DARLING.
home Sunday after being a patBu I sez "don't look a gift fish
ient in the I. C. Hospital in Chiin th scales," Swell of that ole
cago. Reports are he is improving,
rasca that he lugged these front,.
we sure hope so. •
our T rtle Creek and left them
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Barnes, Mr.
on our porch covered a foot deep
and Mrs. William Eaker Barnes
with ice.
They are now in a
and baby of Hopkinsville spent
DEEP FREEZE in Warren John-'
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. T. E.
—
Eaker.
Mr. and Mrs. James Morris of
Charleston, W.
Virginia spent
Sunday with Miss Ada Pigue.
Mrs. Lelia Bard
shopped in
Mayfield Saturday afternoon.
nss Joyce Ann Brazier spent
Friday - Saturday
Is'" week in Paducah with relaMay 12 - 13
tives.
4
.4;Ashiss‘
•
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Jackson and
family and Lucille Jackson of Pain
ducah spent Sunday with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Coleman
-Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. James Morris of
Charleston, W. Virginia spent
Sunday with their aunt,
Miss '
-'" THE
Ada Pigue.
Mrs. Murrell Stephens and '
children were in Paducah SaturLEO GORCEY
day afternoon.
BOBBY JORDAN
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Edwards,
HUNTZ HALL
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Kizer and son,
Hal, Jr. ,and Mrs. Pearl Pigue
—Plusvisited relatives in Jackson, Tenn.
Sunday.
Mrs. J. Z. farmer spent Wednesday in Fulton with Mrs. Joe
Beadles.
Mr. and Mrs.- Leon
Charlton

Post
The Camp Beauregard
285 of the American Legion Auxnight with
iliary met Monday
Mrs. W. H. Mobley.
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Pewitt visited Wednesday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Pewitt.
Jerry Blalock of Wingo spent
Tuesday night with Charles Roe
Gilbert.
Mrs. Ettta Jackson and Mrs. J.
C. McAlister attended the American Legion Auxiliary convention
at Fulton Tuesday.
Mrs. Will Puckett, Mrs. T. B.
Pewitt and Mrs. Glenn Puckett
spent Wednesday with Mrs. Fred

FINE GRINDING
put high results ie
rock phosphate
and

FOUR LEAF
POWDERED
ROCK PHOSPHATE

Ek3

was the

undergoing treatments.
Mr, and Mrs. J. W. Davis and
family of Fulton visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ligon Welch
and family last week.
Miss
Miss Joyce Sizzle and
Doris Ann Harris were two of the
winners.of the Amateur Contest
held at the South Fulton School
Friday night. Miss Sizzle was
awarded first prize and Miss Harris honorable mention.
Goodjine is reportCharley
ed to .he recuperating from his
recent illness.
Mrs. Lula James is visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Welch this week.
Mr. R. A. Jones, student of
Gupton Jones College, Nashville,
spent the wekend with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Tuck and
children of Union City visited Mr.
and Mrs. James
Wilhauck and
family Sunday.
Miss Myra Ann Moss spent Friday night with Miss Shirley At
kins of Fulton.
Those from here attending the
Singing Convention at Dresden
were: Mrs. Daisy Rudd, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul, Long and
daughter,
Evelyn, Mrs. Guy
Harris and
daughter, Doris Ann, Mrs. Fitz
Moss and son, Joe Carroll, and
Mrs. Mary Cook.
Mrs._ L. T. Caldwell, Miss Ann
Caldwell and Mrs. Dorita Kaeppel were visitors in Mayfield Saturday.

family of Martin spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce
of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce
were supper guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Cruce and children
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Cruce, Jr.
and family spent Saturday night
and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Cruce and family.

Phone 470 for Job Printing.

METAL
• Custom made t oyour sise
• PERMANENT; won't rust,
won't corrode.
• For any home or business
Installation;
n d,o
doors, porches, etc.
• ANY COLOR desired.

For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

Fulton Route Four

PIONEER
in fine grinding

- insist upon finely
ground, disintegrated, FOUR
LEAF POWDERED
ROCK PHOSPHATE for best
first year and lasting results.Contact
your dealer today!
PIAA Poymonts All000d

AUSTIN & AUSTIN
SEED COMPANY
Cayce, Ky.
Phone 17

BILL
OF
HARRIS FORK

/luite'\
ouRE
miLK co.
pia& A
PASTEURIZED
fiCirle';EN`ZED

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME

or salads that
Will more than pleat*
Try our delicious
Cottage cheese.

PURE MILK 01

PHONE 88

DELIC1011! FRESH!

You're whole family will like
our delicious coffee cakes,
rolls, dinner rolls and speciality pastries because they are
FRESH the day you buy them.
Take home a sackful . . .. tonight!

UNDERWOOD
BAKERY
Fulton

SERVICE AND QUALITY
PHONE 813J

RN WINNING

'ends Faster

L,TON

207 Commercial
PHONE 126

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Polsgrove,
Mr. and Mrs. ,Almos Polsgrove
and Sandra, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Glasco, John Peunion, Mr. and
Mrs. Grover Putty went to Kentucky Lake Sunday and fished.
Mr. and Mrs. Almos Polsgrove
and Sandra enjoyed a fish supper
with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Glasco.

pOOKS
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the
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—so we suggest you
shop and compare. See
the Tappan! There's a
wealth of conveniences
to make your kitchen
COME IN—
hour4' en-ier—more enjoyable. Famous
NO OBLIGATION
for its beauty, your new Tappan
will be the envy of your friends. , —OF COURSE
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This Time The Anti-Trust Lawyers
Won A Case Against AR
As almost everyone now knows, the anti-trust lawyers in Washington have brought a civil suit to destroy A&E.
They ask the courts to order the dissolution of this company.
;They say that this suit is based on the fact that they won a suit against us at Danville, Illinois, in 1946.
They did. In that case, Federal Judge Walter C. Lindley made a decision against A&P.

Immediately thereafter, in a letter explaining his decision, Judge Lindley wrote:

"I have not condemned the A&P system.
I have not made a finding which could
be the basis for a suit of dissolution."
So, now we have the anti-trust lawyers saying that their suit to dissolve A&P is based on Judge Lindley's decision;
while Judge Lindley himself says his decision could not be the basis for a suit of dissolution.
.•-•
the anti-trust lawyers lost. We promised to tell
--,•:rus ads we told you about the cases against 4
Ir
• ...c.
v
you auout this case they won. Here is the story of the

What Judge Lindley Objected To

What We Did To Correct This

At Danville, the anti-trust lawyers made all of the charges which they are again mak_ng
against A&P today. They were substantially the same charges they had made and dropped
at Dallas, Texas, after four federal judges had objected to some of them as "inflammatory."

In the light of the decision, we immediately set about reviewing our activities .to be sure
that there could never again be any criticism of our operation,

In his decision, Judge Lindley was critical of some of our activities. He threw
some of the charges out of court. He did not make any decision on others.
He even took occasion to praise A&P for the efficient job of food distribution it had done.
Judge Lindley said:

"To buy,sell and distribute to a substantial portion of 130,000,000 people,
one and three-quarter billion dollars worth of food annually at a profit of
11/2 cents on each dollar, is an achievement one may well be proud of.
"No place in the world I take it are people so well fed as in the United
States. Nowhere else, I suppose, do food distributors accomplish efficient
distribution at so low a margin of profit. In contrast, we are told in
other nations the problem is not one of an adequate diet but one of
no diet at all."
But Judge Lindley did find us in violation of the Sherman Act. He based
his ruling on the dual role played by our fresh fruit and vegetable buying
subsidiary, the Atlantic Commission Company, whereby that organization
acted both as buying agent for A&P and as.selling agent for growers.
Judge Lindley said:

"If I assume for the purpose of disposition of this case that in general the
-policy of A&P was to operate within the law and attribute to defendants
a desire to comply with the law, there still remains the conscious, knowing adoption by all defendants of a plan of action by the Atlantic Commission Company affecting every department of A&P and every retail
store which cannot be squared with the intent and purpose of the act."
their
In his letter explaining the decision, Judge Lindley wrote: "I have condemned
practices through the Atlantic Commission Company."
the Circuit
Judge Lindley imposed fines totaling $175,000. When his decision was upheld by
Court of Appeals in Chicago, we paid the lines. This ended the case—but we did not stop there.

First, the Atlantic Commission Company abandoned the dual role to which
Judge Lindley objected and which he said was the basis of his decision
against us.
We did this even though the Atlantic Commission Company had been
licensed for many years by the United States Department of Agriculture
to act as both a buyer and seller of fresh fruits and vegetables.
The Atlantic Commission Company now only buys for A&P. In other words, we
stopped doing the thing which Judge Lindley said put us in violation of
the Sherman Act.
We made additional changes in other methods of operation which Judge
Lindley had questioned at Danville, even though he did not base his
decision on them.
We did even more than this!
We went down to Washington and asked the anti-trust lawyers what else
they thought we should do to conform to their new interpretalion of the
vague anti-trust laws.
The only answer we ever got was that we should break up this company!
Despite their claim that they were not opposed to A&P', size, they insisted
that we destroy this size.
Despite their claim that they were not opposed to our manufacturing operations,

they insisted that we get rid of our factories which produce many of
the fine foods you buy at A&P.
Despite their claim that they were not opposed to our low prices, they insisted
that we destroy many of the efficiencies that make these low prices
possible.
In other words, they insisted upon the dissolution of A&P.
We were still trying to find out from the anti-trust lawyers what else they
thought we should do to conform to the law when they filed the current
suit to destroy A&P.

Why, Then, Do They Want To Put A&P Out Of Business?
been making damEver since this suit was filed, the anti-trust lawyers have they
were believed
if
business
our
hurt
seriously
could
that
statements
aging
by the public.
charges they are
They say that we were found guilty at Danville of all the
making today.
of the
This is not true. Judge Lindley did not sustain all of the charges
anti-trust lawyers.
They say this suit is designed to enforce the law.
abide by the
But A&P has clearly demonstrated its sincere desire to
the
law.
of
letter
the
as
well
spirit, as

They say they are seeking to "enjoin" A&P from engaging in certain
"alleged" practices.
Actually, the whole purpose of this suit is not to "enjoin" us, but to
put us out of business.
They say that this suit for dissolution is based on the decision handed down
by Judge Lindley in Danville.
But Judge Lindley has said of his decision:"I have not made a finding
which could be the basis for a suit of dissolution."

to destroy this company, which for 90 years has
What, then, is the real reason why the anti-trust lawyers want
people more good food for their money?
pioneered the methods of distribution which have given the American

THE GREAT ATLANTIC &

PACIFIC TEA COMPANY

sters ,Nash and Omar, also have ells 13911 be
where Mrs. Lowry has been atprominent parts in the May Day'` -It' fee succeeds Lynn Alexander,
father,
of her
Celebration of which tkeir sister who held the post for about twc;
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Fulton Tuesday and called on
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1950, son, Tenn., will arrive next Mon- 16 at 2 p. Mt with Mrs. Raymond
during
dwellings
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Mrs.
and
guests of Mr.
re- day'from his,
estimates just
down. It is my understanding man. He was making a tour of weekend
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in Fulton Monday.
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A.
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Casey Jones Stamp
Mrs. Council's residential construction
their vacation.
Kentucky Derby in Louisville last L. Brandon in Nashville.
stamp honoring the Engineers of after a week of
foreman,
eled,
Jacob,
C.
Saturday.
sale
W.
on
went
Brandon is the former Nelle Biz- committee.
America and which,
returned to work after vacaMrs. G. A. Thomas has return- zle.
Approximately two of every
in Jackson on Casey's birthday, has
Springs, Ark.
ed to her home after a visit with
OF FULTON
Mrs. R. L. Hitchcock and little five homes in this region will be
April N. It was a big day in tioning in Hot
T. F. Mahan is all smiles as h her parents in Louisville.
daughter, Dee Ann, of Karnack, redecorated, either inside or out,
Jackson with everyone, regardfishing trip with
L. Browder has returned to
spent Monday with her par- during the year, the report showIN THE STATE OF KENTUCKY, AT THY
less of age, wearing railroad caps returns from a
fish.
work after a two weeks vacation. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gra- ed. Roofs will be repaired or reand red handkerchiefs around a nice string of
CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON APRIL 24, 1950,
Mrs. M. M. Matlock and chilplaced on one of every six, and
ham in Highlands.
Their necks. People from up East
in PaPUBLISHED IN RESPONSE TO CALL
Puryear has re- six of every 100 are due for carMrs. Omar
sent a rose bush to be placed on dren spent last Saturday
and
friends
with
visiting
C.,
this
D.
ducah
on
Washington,
Jones
work.
pentry
from
Casey
MADE BY COMPTROLLER OF THE CURof
turned
The grave
relatives.
Seven of every 100 homes will
to reside in Fulton for an indefdate, along with other flowers.
UNDER SECTION 5211, U. S. RERENCY,
Mr. Cadle, traveling engineer,
widow of
repaired, bathinite length of time. Mrs. Pur- have plumbing
After hearing the
John
Mrs.
Hardy,
Frank
in
Mrs.
VISED STATUTES.
year came home to be at the bed- rooms tiled or showers installed,
Casey Jones and the colored fire- on the Bluford District was
Daniels and Mrs. Grady Varden side of her father, R. L. DACUS, the report said. lliscellaneous inman who was on the engine with Fulton Tuesday.
Mr. Kann, general 'superintend- attended the Strawberry Festival who has been ill. They are resid- terior repairs will be made in six
him at -the time of his death,
Fulton in Humoldt, Friday.
—ASSETS—
of Mrs. Shuck in of every 100 dwellings.
everyone went home sleepy and ent of equipment, was in
returned ing in the home
Mrs. Willie Homra
Home repairs will be easier on
Village.
Pearl
tired after such an all day cele- Tuesday and visited the yards
Memphis
Cash, balances with other banks, including re
home Tuesday from
the 1950 family budget because
bration only to awake the next and roundhouse.
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where
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building materials, in comparison
SARAH LINTON
'
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Mrs. MISS
in the Baptist Hospital.
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with prices at the' beginning of
accompanied her home -.Miss Sarah Linton was hostess 1949, the report said. Home ownNoffel
Corporate stocks (including $4,800.00 stock of
5,568.67
Federal Reserve bank)
and is doing nicely at her hame:Co the Annie Armstrong Circle of ers also will be able to insist on
360,600 35
Lcans and discounts (including $23.56 overdrafts)
on Walnut Street.
the First Baptist Church Monday such quality materials as clay
Bank premises'owned $16,500.00, furniture and
Calliham night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. tile for repair work, as a result
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
19,500.00
. .....
.
fixtures $3,000.00
FEATURES
Louisville
Street.
from
Green
returned
on
E.
OTHER
have
W.
Flippo
OF
of the present buyers' market, it
AND DOZENS
(Bank premises owned are subject to None
where they attended the Derby.
The meeting opened with pray- pointed out.
bank(
by
liens not assumed
1,070.90
Mrs. Verna DeMyer spent the, er by Mrs. Flippo. Mrs. James
,Dther assets
Expenditures throughout
the
----weekend with her son, Jessie Fortner, chairman, conducted the I United States for home
repair
$
4,341,523.91
TOTAL ASSETS
Moore, and family in Dyersburg. baness meeting. Mrs. M. D. Phil- and modernization this year will
Mr. and Mrs. J. Mack Scates lips gave the devotional and her total $2,350,000,000 to $2,900,000,the subject was "Publish Glad Tid- 000, the report estimated.
of Jacksonville, Fla., are
—LIABILITIES—
guests of his mother, Mrs. J. H. ings" after which Mrs. Earl TayDer,and deposits of individuals, partnerships,
Madox and Mr. Maddox on Sec- lor led the group in prayer..
4,087.105.48
•
and corporations
and Street.
The program was in charge of
Deposits of United States Government (includ• •
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Shankle, Mrs. Bill'Hogg, Mrs. Neal Looney
4,796.67
.
ing postal savings)
22,540.9t,
Jr., and son, Wallace III, have and Mrs. Fortner, the title being
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
12,025.72
Eddings Street to **Invisible Bridges." The meeting
moved from
Deposits of banks
Other deposits (certified and cashier's cheeks,
312 Fourth Street.
closed with prayer by. Mrs. John
621.72
MRS.
REEVES
etc
Mrs. Charles W. Burrow is ill Aldred.
$4,127,090.55
TOTAL DEPOSITS
Funeral services for Mrs. Kitty
During the social hour a deliat her home on Jefferson Street.
7,753.67
f3tl,er liabilities
Mrs. Paul DeMyer accompan- cious salad plate was served to Reeves, 62, wife of Alvin Reeves
Sunday
4,134.044 22
ied a group of the band to the ten members and four visitors, of Mayfield, who died
Model LRE-8.6 Cu. A
TOTAL LIABILITIES
Mrs. Earl Taylor, Sr., Mrs. Claude morning at the Haws Hospital,
Strawberry Festival Friday.
Easy Terms. Only . .
with
2
at
m.
p.
were
held
Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Blagg and Horner, Mrs. John
Aldred and
Rev. B. F. Bynum officiating at
son, Byron, Jr., of Nashville were Mrs. Flippo.
—CAPITAL ACCOUNTS—
Side-mounted Frozen Food Chest holds 35-lbs. of
Rhodes Ch4pel. Burial was in the
her
mother,
of
visitors
weekend
Stock;
Capital
Polystywhite
roomy
Big
frozen foods and ice cubes.
Rhodes cetnetery with Jackson
80,000.00
... . $
MARILYN LYNCH
Mrs. R. H. Wade and family.
(c) Common stock, total par $80,000.00
80,000.00
Brothers of Dukedom in charge,
rene Meat Tray. Removable half-shelf for added
Surplus
Mrs. Ernest Cardwell and Miss WEDS CASEY YATES
44,179.69
.
Mrs. Reeves
leaves her husUndivided profits
Elizabeth Witty attended the IN MEMPHIS, TENN.
storage convenience. Extra bottle space. 12-qt.
Reserves (and retirement account for preferMr. and Mrs. R. M. Lynch of band, a son, Dennis Reeves •of
Strawberry Festival in Humboldt
2.500.00
sliding white Vegetable Crisper. Glacier Sealed Unit.
red stock)
Fulton have announced the mar- Mayfield, three daughters, Mrs.
Friday.
Capacity—B..6 as. h. plus frozen food chest.
of
Gargus
•Emmitt
Union
'
City,
206,679.69
son, riage of their daughter, Marilyn,
Mrs. Jack
Naifeh and
TOTAL CAPITI L ACCOT2NTS
Alderdice, Fulton. '
Johnny, of Portagesville, Mo., to Casey Yates of Memphis. The Mrs. Clyde
2,
Mrs.
of
Joe
Route
Graham
TOTAL LIABILITIr'S AND CAPITAL ACare visiting her
mother, Mrs. marriage was solemnized April
4,341,523.91
Mayfield; a sister, Mrs. Sherman
COUNTS
22, 1950 in Hernando, Miss.
John Noffel.
'Mr. and Mrs. Ward
Mr. and Mrs. Yates will make Caldwell, Paris, Tenn.; a brother,
Johnson
have returned from Louisville their home in Memphis where he Claude Newton of Dukedom and
where they attended the Derby. is employed ai$ a pharmacist in a fourteen grandchildren.
Wilt lig Wish Speed hearer
AssIts pledged or assigned to secure liabilities
Rev. and Mrs. C. E, Hawkins Walgreen Drifg Store.
None
25and for other purposes
High Speed Freezer holds
have returned from a visit with
Ellen
Gifford
Chosen
cubes
ke
or
foods
lbs. of frozen
relatives in Nashville .and Alacrnd moot
Washington May Queen
Sporirsos meat
bama.
keeping boy.Big oft-porceloined
State of Kentucky, County of Fulton, as:
The many friends and former
Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr., hasireturned
Crisper — 13-qt. size. Glocier
I, C P. WILLIAMS, cashier of the above-named bank, do
little
Ellen
mates
Gifof
school
her
from a visit with
daughter,
solemnly swear that the above statement ii true to the best of
Sealed Unit. Capacity —7 or. ft.
11-year-old
of
Mr.
ford,
daughter
and
Mrs. Robert H. Binford
fammy knowledge and belief.
C. P. WILLIAMS,
Model 118-7 Cu. Ft.
and Mrs. L. N. Gifford, will be
ily in New Orleans, La.
Miss Pauline Waggener, Cayce
Ekecutive Vice Pres. & Cashier
Mrs. Carey
Frields has re- High School
Easy Terms. Only...
Home Economics pleased to know that she has been
May Day Queen at the
turned from a weekend visit with teacher,
reports that the past selected
Sworn to and subscribed beOak Hill School of Falls Church,
relatives in the country.
school year has been very sucfore me this 2nd day of May, Correct--Attest
Washmoved
to
of
fords
The
Halls,
Gil
Va.
Mrs. Lois Covington
1950.
cessful. '
L. H. WEAKS
ington more than a year ago and
Tem, is visiting her
MARION H MURPHY,
Thiie were several outstanding have becomd popular
Notary Public. • J. D. DAVIS
of
on
residents
and
family
John Covington
senPruett,
Charlene
stWents.
N G. COOKE
(My Commission expires Jan•
the suburban
community near
Second Street ,
OF, finished with a 4 standing the Capital.
Directors
uary 20, 1951.
Mr. and Mrs. Horton ^ Baird
or this year's work. She is planThe Giffords' other
young
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
ning to enter College this fall and
Mrs..Danny Baird in Memphis.
major in Home Economics. Other
Mrs. Robert Lawry and daughstandings above
Students with
Phone 399
Fulton
402 Main St.
ter, Sheila Elaine, have returned
t.5 are as follows: Linda Hicks,
from several weeks in Paducah 3.9; Joyce Perry, 3.9; Martha Ann
NOIM
Rose, 3.7; Marie Brawner, 3.9:
Alta Lee Holmes, 3.9; Dorothella
Brown, 3.7; Carolyn Jenkins, 3.7;
Elaine Rice, 3.6; Marie Thompson,
3.6; and Ann Ballow, 3.6. Wanda
Stalling had a standing of 3.5 the
first semester and Jane Dawes a
3.7 standing the second semester.
There were 32 pupils in Home
Economics and each girl carried
The G-E Space Maker Refrigerator is
a home project during the year.
packed with practical conveniences. For
areas of home
There are seven
example, the butter conditioner keeps butgirls to select
making for the
ter at easy-spreading consistency.
their projects from. The areas
It gives you one-third rnore refrigerated
and the number of girls carring
food-storage space in the same floor space
projects in each areas follows:
occupied by former 6-cu-ft models.
clothing 3, food 11, child care 1,
You'll get years of day-after-day dependhousing 12, family relationship 1,
able service, because it's powered by the
health 1, and _management 3.
famous G-E sealed-in refrigerating system.
The girls are now working on
summer projects and a report of
them will be given later.
improvements were
Several
8-cubic-foot model as low as
Plants, 9A,Alowers, cormade in the department during
the year. These were done with
sages, ovelty plant dishthe financial aid and assistance of
the County School Board and the
es and many other atsuppers, selling
girls serving
PER MONTH
cards, etc. for tnoney. During the
tractive gifts in pottery,
after down payment
past summer the department was
redecorated and this year it has
MODEL NVIIF
planter lamps, brass wall
been completely screened. New
books and small equipment has
hangers and plant stands,
been added. After the inventory;
was taken dishes and glassware
whatever your choice!
was added to meet the needs of
the department.
The F. H. A. chapter, a part of
Home Economics education, has
PA0/0 If,,,, 2,000,000
Telephone 20-I
been very active during the year
01.4 Refrigerators Have
and will continue to hold meetSven by Use ler 10 Yenta
ings during the summer. Fun for
Sr Longo',
T. H. A. members
prospective
and their mothers are planned
The
for the August meeting.
mothers of old members will be
invited, too.
The success of the year is due
between pupils,
o cooperation
208 Lake Street
Phone 1
parents, teachers, board members
304 MAIN STR EFT
and especially the principal, Tom
Farley and Superintendent, J. C.
You can put your confidence in General Electric
Lawson.

HOME OWNERS TO
REPAIR DWELLINGS

Tuesday.

R
Round-Up

City National Bank

Town Topics

L9. FROZEN FOOD CHEST

5

DEATHS

$229 95

7 CUBIC FOOT
LEONARD

HOME EC CLASS AT
CAYCE VERY ACTIVE

$214.95

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

7bsiswcWk
/ooktr lee/

(71t4oilfit (74e 2/eaits

Svogiudiied
Maiheiks 2)ait

8.95

TO
MOTHER

GENERAL

Space
Maker

Scott's Floral Shoppe

ELECTRIC

Refrigerator

FULTON HDWE, AND FURN.

CO.

1

0

•
lexander,
bout two

KEET
iers Club
oon, May
Raymond

ed to at-

No

requiring some medical 'care of
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her family physician, Dr. P. J.
Mrs. Carey Friel&
Trinca.
PROM, BANQUET TONIGHT and the dance following.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter Is suffering
Little Karen Frields is recoverfrom some corritilications that is ing from a throat and mouth inJimmie Small and his arches-,
The Bi-Annual Senior Junior
(Ed's note: This well-known columnist of the News, will
fection. She was indisposed a few
banquet and prom will be givtn tra, Paducah, have been booked
Allen
loon
1111 C by
be found as regularly as space permits, and all may write to
days this Past week.
tonight at Fulton High schohl, to pl." the dance, which sti.its
' her who desire. She does NOT answer letters except through
with the banquet starting a', 6:45 at 9: Ix m.
Work is well underway on the •0/
the columns of this newspaper. Address Patricia Latane, c-u
A
Grant Bynum new home.
The Ne vs, Fulton, Kentucky.)
portion of the old buliding was PARTY SALAD FOR SPRING
totn away before the construcEasy to prepare and better t( Dear Patricia:
one,can you tell me did someone
most cherished
tion of a brand new cottage be- eat, a chicken salad ring makes i.
-I am in love with a girl and steal him or did he just run off.
food,fo.
party
spring
gins. It will be modern in every hard-to-beat
B. T.
possession - respect with cabinets and plenty bridge club, graduation partie she is in love with me, but I onand showers. It has become al- ly make $10 a week working for Dear B. T.:
of storage space.
Your dog was stolen.
- a fine wrist
my family. Do you
think I
Mrs. Nora Vincent spent Satury with her daughter, Mrs. Burshould ask het
marry me.
Dear Patricia:
'watch from
nette Lintz and Mr. Lintz; also
P.M.
I am a boy 24 years old. Never
relatives
were: Mr. and
Dear P. M.:
but I am in love
been married
Andrews! other
Mrs. Billie McCollum of Fultc .
I don't believe in anyone get- with a girl my friends have told
Mr. and Mrs. Noble McGeehee
ting married unless they can sup- me some terrible things about,
spent the wekend with Mr. and most traditional for wedding re- port a wife and I don't feel like which I do not know whether to
bur
"something
the
as
to
Mrs. David Earl Copeland
of ceptions
believe or not. I would like
rowed and something blue" a. you can on $10 a week. I don't beIt's Fume-Proof
Fulton.
lieve in young couples
living marry the girl, but I am afraid.
the ceremony.
do.
to
what
Mrs. Ernest Poyner is convalme
tell
Sun-Proof House
New
you
Can
with their
parents and that is
Kind to Buy
R. C.
esing from an operation
but
Paint produces film of unwhat you two would have to do.
Stewing fowl or hen that weigh
Dear R. C.:
makes frequent check-up trips to
usual whiteness. Smoke
four to six pounds are the bes. So I would suggest you first find
the Mayfield Hospital.
If I was in love with the girl
or gases will not discolor
,:ind and size for salad. A fivc a job and save a few dollars and
pound bird wir get you a little nest egg to fall and she appeared to be a lady in
was
The entire
community
yield about tot. back on. Then ask her to marry my presence and around my famshocked and grieved over
the
cups of soli( you: /f she loves you she will ily, I would- marry her.
Your
drowning
tragedy of
Charles
chicken meat.
friends will not be married to
Harris, 17, at
Dam
Pickwick
Cooked veal oi wait.
her ... just you ... and you may
Paints — Glass — Mra'l Pappers
Tuesday afternoon where he was
pork is oftei;
would
that
never find a girl
Dear Patricia:
used with t h
on a class outing party of Milan
PHONE 909
210 CHURCH.STREET
Think
chicken in orde.
I am a nurse and am out of a please you and friends.
High School.
quan- job. Do you think I will find . . . maybe you have done some .
large
when
cost
the
cut
o
1211=14M111111
.
11
.
was
Charles
to graduate Friday
are being made.
things in your 24 years of life
work in the near future.
night with honors from
Milan -ties
Chicken Salad Ring
L. R. that you wouldn't want her to
along with his class.
know.
Dear L. R.:
He is the son of Rev. and Mrs. 4 cups cooked diced chicken
$71.51
cups diced celery
JESSICA
No, you will not get a regular
T. T. Harris, who were former
I tablespoon gehain
job until you change your ways.
14k nolvrol Or whit*
residents here and in Dukedom
r cup water
gold. Do.od crystal.
where his father taught for sev1 cup mayonnaise
.4 baseball
2
Dear Patricia:
eral years in public schools.
1.• tablespoon lemon juice
istag•I Payta•nts
Like the
I am a girl 15 years old and I
At the Dam it was
reported 1 teaspoon salt
would like to ask you a question.
stars...
several youths had taken a boat (Salad oil for ring mold)
Will my parents let me date in ' The Liberty Baptist
Church
ride and were only 100
yards , Endive
Soak gelatin in water for 5 July when I am 16 years old?
will celebrate its 100th anniverfrom the dock when the boat capinutes, dissolve over hot water.
A. P. sary next week in a five-day sersized. Help
rushed from
the 'm
e gelatin, mayonnaise
mb
a nt
nearby dock and dragged all six
ies of commemorations beginr.
m unrde salt. Fuld may- Dear A. P.:
Juicea
No, I think you will start dat- ing on Wednesday, May 17 and
of the youths to shore. Several m naise mixture
ZIN ing when you are 17 years old.
.17
hours were spent trying to re- I .:.- to chicken and
concluding Sunday, May 21.
Church
The present Liberty
vive Harris with Mr. A. H. Nich-1 ^el e r y. Oil 9inch ring mold,
Dear Patrcia:
was organized in 1950 with charles, 21, Memphis. Oxygen
was Inc with waxed
I am a married woman, but at ter families including the BondThis year remember administered to the other four paper, then oil
times I get so disgusted and blue urants, Chambers, Shephe;-ds
paper. Pack chicmembers of the party.
it and Connollys, from a group who
sometimes
and when I do
Young Harris is survived by his ken firmly into
your mother in a way
takes me days to get over it. Do began
grief stricken parents of Milan, mold. Chill sevUnion
meeting in old
eral hours until firm. Unmold on
she will never forget three sisters, Mrs. Richard Tuck, bed of endive. Being sure to oil you think this is a sign I am not Church as far back as 1829.
Meetings next week are schedMartin, Route 3; Miss Ruth Har- the ring mold is the secret to in love with my husband.
R. M. uled for Wednesday, Thursday
. come to Andrews ris, Paris, Tenn,. and Mrs. J. W. unmolding this salad successfully.
with
ring
the
of
center
the
Fill
and Friday nights and conclude
Dear R. M.:
'
Bynum, Dukedom, Route I.
g reen vegetable
No, this isn't a sign that you Sunday morning, May 21st with
The body lies in state at his a combination
now and select a fine
and tomato salad.
don't love your husband. Every- annual homecoming and Decorahome in Milan and funeral
ar- Yield: 8 to 10 servings.
body gets disgusted and blue, so tion Day observances, with dinincomplete at I
watch for her!
rangements are
Foolhfully
don't worry about it. However, ner being served on the grounds.
this writing.
The committee in charge of
you can make something out of
Both bodies were carried
to 1
agght/
it that would break up your mar- the centennial program includes
McPeters Funeral Home in CoreaCsinsat.
fOUNOATIOa
1000
Mrs.
111100all
L. C. Wade, music; Bodie
riage. But you won't, so don't
inth, Miss., and later carried to
,Polsgrove,
even think of such a thing.
decorations; Ralph
94e
the youths' home.
JEWELRY STORE
Ferrell,
I
devotionals; Frank TidMrs.
Mrs. Griffin, mother of
administered
being
is
aid
medical
well,
Dear
publicity;
Patricia:
Sonny UnderHarvey Donoho, is criticall ill in
Fulton
226 Church St.
I have lost a dog—a little white wood, usher, and the Rev. Bob
Nashville hospital with no hope for her comfort and rest.
Hastings
June
Carolyn
Covington,
pastor.
Miss
All
held for the good woman.
9utsaae
underwent an appendectomy in Daniel, Mrs. Guy Miley,
Mrs.
ATTEND CONVENTION
Detroit hosPital Monday and is Fred Gibson, Mrs. James Warren,
doing as well as could be expect- Mrs. Rupert Stilley, Mrs. D. C.
Darrell Wray, President of LoHoward
received Thacker, Mrs. J.
ed according to news
Clothing
Jones, Sr., cal 560, Amalgamated
Mrs./ Doyle Mrs. Milton Exum, Mrs. Sterling Workers of America (CIO) and
here by her sister,
Pollet
Frields.
Bennett, Mrs. Milton Calliham, Martha Luther, member of the
Pitcher,
Ace
Mrs. Arch local executive Board, will leave
Carolyn had many friends here Mrs. Wilmon Boyd,
St. Louis Cardinals
who are hoping she will soon be Huddleston, Jr., Mrs. Ward Mc- Saturday to attend the national
well again. She has spent several Clellan, Mrs. Paul Hornbeak and convention oi the union in CleveI land, Ohio next week.
summers here with Mrs. Frields the Girl Scouts. '
Like ace Cardinal pitcher, Howard Pollet,
and also a house guest of her
straws for their
of
stock
Bowlin
fine
men who star in all fields prefer Bee Cool
From our
cousin, Miss Bobie Jean
distinctive
truly
and Mayrene Paige.
cool comfort,
papers,
styling, and top value prices!

AUSTIN SPRING.

r, retterro;g

Patricia Latane

MOTHER'S

fat,fowl total

THE
1950,
L I.
RE-

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

JI

2,408.93

9,800.00
3,485.00

5,568.67
3,690 35

1,500.00

107096
-1.523.91

7.105.48
4,796.67
2,540.9t,
2,025.72
621.72
7,753.67

14.844 22

CENTENNIAL MARKED
AT LIBERTY CHURCH

Ecaazracut

40,000.00
10.000 00
14,179.69
2.500.00
16,679.69

41,52391

iank. do
hest cif
Cash or'

BRAIDS

BAKUS

tors

it' is
For
but
std

PANAMAS

ANDREWS

WALL Y

1

You'll find the very thing
To brighten drab
interiors
With walls that sing of
spring!

Spring house- cleaning time is here . . . it's
time to "re-New" old rooms and halls with our
new, colorful wallpaper patterns. Brighten uu
your home . . . the modest prices of our paper
will surprise you . . . the patterns will delight
you!

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

pace

end-

207 Church Street

Fulton

the
tam

Fine, And .4 Little Bit
More, Will Secure
Library Funds
With just a le-e-e-tle more
pushing it looks like the goal to
to
with which
secure $1000
maintain the library department
be
Woman's Club will
of the
Ernest Fall, Jr.,
reached. Mrs.
chairman of the library department said this morning that nearly $750 had been secured and that
several callbacks were needed to
be made.
Workers were:
Bill Browning, assisted Mrs.
Fall as co-chairman of the drive
and lelected some of the city's
best solicitors to assist them.
Mrs. Parks
Business district:
Weaks, Mrs. Robert Graham, Mrs.
Bob Binford, Mrs. Ward Bushart,
Mrs. Paul Boyd, Mrs. E. E. Williamson, Mrs. Harry Bushart, Mrs.
Horton Baird, Mrs. Jack Carter,
Maxwell McDade, James Hogan,
Jack Carter, Dr. R. V. Putnam,
Clyde Williams, Foad Homra, Joe
Davis and J. E. Fall.
Residential district: Mrs. John

4664
Like the baseball
stars...

Like the baseball
stars .. •
WiedVt
6.

seadziies.
PANAMAS

-

749€

BRAIDS
geweewe
Enos

FLOOR AND PORCH

ENA EL

Captain of the St.
Louis Cardinals

Heavy duty enamel for application to
exposed outdoor or indoor surfaces.
Retains high gloss, stands heavy
traffic. Excellent coverage provesgreat
economy is this practical, long wear.
jog high lustre finish. Dries quickly.
Deep colors sod lighter tones.

PERFECT FOR

ALL FLOORS

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

BAKUS

Slaughter

His favorite and yours too! Bee Cool straws really
score with stars in all fields' You'll like their cool comfort. their wonderful styling.. the
*ass with which they fit your budget I

PANAMAS, $3.95, $4.95, $6.50

Al "Red"
Schoendienst
Star Second Baseman of St. Louis
Cariboo];
the men who make
Hots that really score with
for quality ...loristinctiv•
the hits .and with you too..,
prices!
value
styling...for real

OTHER HATS,$1.98, $2.95
i4 1

Kasnow's Depart OM Store
448 Lake Street

Fulton
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Fulton Route Three

valedictorian.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brady visit,
ed Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Browder
Sunday afternoon.
Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Friday
last
of Chicago spent
Gus
night with Mr. and Mrs.
They left for their
Browder.
home Saturday after several days
visit with relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell
and Mr. and Mrs. Claud Nelson
of Dukedom visited Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Olive Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bruce
jersey
attended the
and sons
show in Barlow Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Weldon King and
Sara spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Bruce and family.
Mrs. Ethel Browder accompanied by Nancy Waylon, student in
Martin, spent Sunday with sister
W.
and mother, Mrs. Thelma
Finger,
Waylon and family in
Tenn.
Those who attended quarterly
conference Sunday night in Water Valley were: Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Stroud and son, Austin,
Pewitt,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Mrs. Raymond Brown, Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Evans and Mr. and .Mrs.
Gus Browder.
Mrs. Richard Mobley and Mrs.
Harvey Pewitt were hostesses to
a Better Brush party Tuesday afternoon at Community Center.

and Mrs. Dick Bennett.
Clyde Roper was the weekend
guest of his brother, Abner Roper
and family.
DeWitt Ramsey has returned
from a Memphis hospital and is
recovering from a recent operation for appendicitis.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Adams
and son, Johnny of Fulton were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Lowe Sunday afternoon.

life is best life that I can live. The
longest part of my life was a
Everything is in a
marriage.
move now. We yet ain't had no
snow either no freeze up but we
had a lots of rain.
Poem: the Negro condition:
The Negro is hated with a cause,
And he is not the blame;
He wipes the teardrops from his
Eyes,
And lives on just the same;
When you come to making laws,
The Negro has no voice;
Matters not how gray his head,
He is always just a boy.

Truth will give you all that be- worships God alone, and trusts
longs to the rights of freedom.— Him as it should, is raised above
all anxiety for earthly wants.—
"Mortals and Immortals" is the Mary Baker Eddy.
Lesson-Sermon
subject of the
heart, which Gelkie.
An undivided
which will be read in all Christian Science churches throughout
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S TRADITIONS
the world on Sunday, May 14,
1950.
The Golden Text is: "They that
are after the flesh do mind the
things of the flesh; but they that
are after the Spirit the things of
('he dish pans pound as th.
the Spiiit." (Rom. 8:5)
guests at the wedding gather
which
citations
Among the
round the house wherein the
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
newly-married couple has fled.
Bible:
the following from the
For it is a Shivaree —a genial cuspasseth away.
"And the world
tom borrowed fmm the French,
and the lust thereof; but he that
improved by the lusty Kentucky
doeth the will of God abideth for
humor that helped the "Long
ever." (I John 2:17)
Knives" through many dark days
in Indian times. Shivarees are
met with seldom in these modern
error; and
Trust Truth, not
days—but they still exist—•
waning trace of one of Kentucky's
most boisterous traditions.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Mrs. C. K William
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Parrish and
son spent part of last week with
relatives in Memphis.
Mrs. Howard Stephens, Bettie
Ridgeway and Sue Stephens attended the show in Fulton Sunday afternoon_
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Perry
Mississippi Plantation Life:
are the proud parents of a baby
The Writings Of
boy.
Cannon has retMattie Dear
Mrs. Adair
turned home after spending several days in Texas with Mr. and
I tried to think of something
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Mrs. Bill Cannon who are parents
else to began my article with but
Robert
Due to the rain both Sat9rday
of a 7 and 42 pound son,
the Lord kept this on my mind.
Adair.
In thee 0 Lord do I put my trust. evening and Sunday the attendAllen Jones
My health is fine and feel this ance at the State Line Mission
Mrs.
Mr. and
Baird
Henson
morning like a spring chicken was short 'but Rev. Earl
Mrs.
visited Mr. and
taste. By that you may know that and Bro. Jack Graves brought
Jones awhile Sunday afternoon.
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Mr. and Mrs. Herman Roberts Grove Sunday and Sunday night.
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"Buck Bushart"
Depot Street
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORPORATION. NEW YORK, N.Y.•65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
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LIQUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

NEW
WORKLESS
WASHER
ONLY

YOUR BIGGEST BARGAIN!
A convenient, thrifty, safe, dependable

$16995

AUTOMATIC

ELECTRIC

It's right there whenever you turn on the faucet
—HOT water for dishes, for clothes, for baths
and showers, for scrubbing and a hundred other

WATER HEATER

uses. That's what makes the install-it-and -forgetabout-it automatic electric water heater such
prized possession,

HOT WATER BY WIRE COSTS LESS THAN YOU THINK

MIMX MAIM
rest
bfl it =Irvin&

New Bendix Dia lamatic
washes, rinses, dampdrys—just set the dial
• Hands newt touch water.
• Undertow washing—Ffoztaway
Hushaway draining! Damp-drying!
• Agitator miring i• the amazing
Wondettub.
• No wringer, mo steamer, no vibration
—and no bolting down!
• Fits anywhere lo borne, duplex or
apartment.
• Low down payment—easy terms!
• Wondertub guaranteed tor 5 years in
wormg

SEE THE NEW BENDIX
DIALAMATIC—TODAY!
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main St.

Mune 21

The average family of four uses 1,285 gallons of
hot water o mon*, or about AO gallons a day.
This includes all ipormal use including a nonautomatic washer. Our off-peak urban rate is is
o kilowatt hour If Otero is an electric range In th•
horn*, I Ylc a kilowatt hour If no range is used.
Note that larger size heaters cost less to operate
because they ore able to heat more water on
off-peak rot., therefore operate less on regular
Cote. The larger electric hot water heater means
lower operating cost, more dependable hot water.

AVERAGE COST OF HEATING 1,285 GALLONS OF
NOT WATER MONTHLY FOR A FAMILY Of FOUR
PERMS WITH VARIOUS SIZE ELECTRIC HEATERS

66 pel•n Poem, d•ftsfetine up te
52 gallons dady on elf-peek role

$4.98 $3.51

52 gallon hooter delivering only
42 pollens daffy an offipeok rate

$5.21 $3.98

30 gallon heater dielly•rIng only

34 gallons daily on off'peak rota

$5.59 $4.73

..c,*%erg.E.;04(WA10,;;XP
Inside Information

on the electric water heats,

1. Hot water outlet to faucets.
1. Upper heating •Iernirrd, with thermostat; heats water on rags.
far rate, only if needed.
3. Storage tank. The life of your water hooter depends on it.
best assures long life low maintenance
4. Extra thick insulation, Be sur• the water heater you buy has it.
Keeps heat IN.
5. Bottom heating element, vAth thrinnostal. Hoots only during
off-peak periods, heats fun tank on low water twisting rotes.
6. Cold water inlet with baffle, prevents mixing of told and hot
water in tank.
7. Drain p•rrnits flushing to Orton tank

Th.
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The beautiful arrangements of
Mrs. Ray Smith of Benton, dis- nineteen members and one visit- ALTAR SOCIETY
flowers on display were enjoyed trict governott; who was schedul- or, Mrs. Cora Coffman present. MEETS TUESDAY
ed the members of the Tuesday
by all who attended. Judges were: ed to speak at the meeting was There was twenty one
dollars
Accurate
The Altar Society of St. Ed- bridge club at her home on Third
Mrs. Willie Amberg, Mrs. Henry unable to attend due to illness. collected.
Sanger and Mrs. J. M. Calvin all
wards Catholic Church met Tues- Street.
WORKMANSHIP
The
program
was
two
interest"The Romance of the Rose"
GARDEN DEPARTMENT
of Hickman.
day night at the , school
with
Following several progressions
was the title of Mrs. Carl Hastings ing readings by Mrs. Dick Bard
.... Al Low Cost
FEATURES FLOWER SHOW
Prizes were awarded the first
and Mrs. J. S. Pope. Mrs. Irene twelve members, Father Libs and of contract Mrs. Ben Evans re- Watches, Chicks sad Time
AT GENERAL IVIEETIG
three winners as follows: iris arr- talk and was most interesting.
Boaz gave a short meditation on one new* member, yin. Robert ceived hiFh score prize.
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
Mrs. H. N. Strong sang "Only a
Davis, present.
"God's Presence."
The Garden Department of the angement, Mrs. Roy Latta, first:
At the conclusion of the games Repaired at Law CANd. by—
Mrs. Leon Browder, second and Rose" accompanied at the piano After the meeting was dismissed
During
the
business
session
it
the
hostess
served
light
refreshWoman's
Club
was
in
Fulton
by Mrs. J. B. Manley.
Mrs. Roy Latta, third.
ANDREWS
the group enjoyed going through was voted for the society to have ments.
charge of the general meeting
Mrs. Jack Carter, president, Mrs. McDade's
Iris spe,cimen'; Mrs. Leon Browattractive home a rummage sale May 20.
Jewelry Company
Friday at the Club Home and der,first, Mrs. Clint Reeds, second, conducted the bilSiness session and yard.
An interesting
Mother's Day
Phase 471 for Job Mating.
assisted by Mrs. Jack Calliharn.
sponsored a flower show.
Mrs. W. T. Samons, third.
program was presented by
the
The hostesses; Mesdames W. C. UNEEDUS GROUP
Mrs. Jess Fields is chairman of
Tulips; Mrs. Leon Browder, first
program
leader,
Mrs.
R.
E.
Hythe department and Mrs. Norman Mrs. Dick Bard, second; and Mrs. Graham,F. H. Riddle, Leon Brow- ENJOYS MEETING
land. She was assisted by Mrs.
der, H. L. Jamison, J. L. Jones, MONDAY EVENING
Terry was program leader for the ,Hunter Whitesell;
Tom Carter, Mrs. John Schwerdt,
third.
Sr., and Louie Bard, served
Shrubbery; Mrs. Earl Boaz, punch, sandwiches and mints
The Uneedus Group of the Wo- Mrs. Roy-Hamby and Mrs. C. H.
first, Mrs. Ernest 'Bell, second; during the sadist hour.
man's Society" of Christian Serv- McDaniel.
Following the program an sucMrs. Rob Fowlkes, thrid.
Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt presidend ice of the First Methodist Church
mermwe
Mix arrangement; Mrs. Roy at the register and Mrs. Dick met Monday night, May 7 with tion was held. Each
and it was
Latta, first; Mrs. Clint Reeds sec- Bard, Mrs. Rob Fowlkes and Mrs. twenty members and one visitor, brought a package
auctioned to the highest bidder
Miss Mary Zou Allen present.
ond; Mrs. Ray Graham, third.
Ernest Bell were page.
The hostesses, Mrs. Charlotte
30
Mrs.
Homer
Miniature
Wilson,
REPLY
chairman,
SOME
CAS/I
arrangements;
Mrs.
if
Smith and Mrs. C. H. McDaniel,
MRS.
WEAKS
opened
Roy
the
meeting
Latta,
with
the
first;
Mrs.
FULTON'S NEWEST AND
7X2iCK
Ray
GraWILL TI/RN
served delightful refreshments of
group repeating the Lord's Pray- ice cream and cake.
ham, second; Mrs. Ray Graham, HOSTESS TO
ITS ERSV 7-12 GET
FINEST AMBULANCE
BRIDGE CLUB
er. The nominating committee for
third.
AWE
,SURPRISINGLY QUICK
officers
of
the
society
of
the
—MEMBER.—
Pansies; Mrs. Hoyt Moore, first;
MRS. PICKERING
Mrs. Parks Weaks entertained
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
, Mrs. Will Samons, second; Mrs. her bridge club Thursday night at new year composed of Mrs. Grady COMPLIMENTS
Varden, Mrs. Monroe Luther and BRIDGE CLUB
H ER E'S T H E 'Rob Fowlkes, third.
Adult Funerals from 399.511
her home in Highlands.
PLACE TO
Mrs. V. J. Voegeli gave their seMost
attrative
Progressions
of
contract
were
bouquet;
Mrs.
COME WHEN
lection of officers. Mrs. J.
C.
Mrs. R. C. Pickering entertainenjoyed during tile evening.
YOU NEED Roy Latta.
Hancock, chairman, Mrs. Homer
Miss Ann Godfrey was high Wilson, vice chairman,
MONEY IN A
Miscellaneous bouquet; Mrs.
Mrs. Paul
scorer
for
the
evening
and
Mrs.
in
T. M. Franklin, first; Mrs. Rob
HURRY! Come
Hornbeak, secretary, Mrs. Paul
Vyron
Mitchell
second
high.
have
us
and
today
Fowlkes, second; and Mrs. Rob
Wright, treasurer, Mrs. E.
L.
A lovey salad plate was served Cook, program chairman
explain how easy it Fowlkes, third.
and
at
the
conclusion
of
the
games.
is to arrange a lowMrs. Alex Leneave Bible Study
African violets; Mrs. Jess Fields
enjoyed during the evening.
cost, personal loan
leader.
Members playing were: Misses
The group was dismissed with
Goilfrey, Mary Homra and Andy
the circle benediction.
De/
1yer
and
Mesdames
Mitchell,
Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Morgan Omar, Fred Homra, Stanley Jones, Clyde Hill ,J. L. Jones, LOTTIE MOON CIRCLE
Veterinary Service
HAS MEETING WITH
Jr., J. A. Poe,Thomas Mahan and
refresh at the famifiar red cooler
MISS WILLETTE COOK
C,Iyde Williams, Jr.
Phone 507-R
on
the road to anywhere
30
The
Lottie
Moon
Circle
of
the
or ('all
HOMEMAKERS DISPLAY
Fifst Baptist Church met Mon(;raduate Veterinarian
INTERESTING WORK
day night in the home of Miss
IN DOWNTOWN WINDOW
Willette Cook with Mrs.
Joe
Located on Martin -Fulton
Cochran co-hostess.
011.04Alt
The
Fulton
Homemakers
and
Highway.
311 Walnut %root
Moo 1232
Looney opened
Mrs. Charles
the Fulton County Homemakers
The
'Fulton FRIENDLY mm. Service
National the meeting with prayer.
in
commeration of
by
the
Homemakers week. had an inter- business, conducted
esting display in the window of chairman, Mrs. Sterling Bennett,
included roll call and minutes of
1Kasnow's Store.
Sunday, May 14 is Mother's Day
The display consisted of a re- the last meeting. Miss Cook dis.
finished and covered chair, at- rected the work for the month.
tractive pictures framed by memMrs. Russell Johnson was probers of clubs, kerosene
lamps gram chairman. Her theme was
converted into modern lamps and "Radio in Missions." She was asWarren,
shades of silk
and parchment. listed by Mrs. James
.1.4for it either soy
Rugs and a beautiful refinished Mrs. Joe Cochran and Mrs. J. U.
. both trodc-marks
chest and table was another in- McKendree.
wean the same aims.
teresting featured display.
meeting was dismissed
The
Homemakers clubs are really with prayer by Miss Mary Moss
heneticial-to--hornernakers---13ttring the social hour reBOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
moderate incomes as they learn freshments were served to sevenThe irrestible tribute
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC
'make
so
many
things
to
to
new
memone
to
members
and
roses
teen
exquisite
of
beantify their homes at a low cost ber, Mrs. Warren Argo.
01950. The Coca-Cola Convert
that first lady of your
and also learn to modernize old
life. Given with your
furniture and other things essenlove they say the nicetial to an attractive -home.
Projects taught in the homeest things . . . the nicemakers clubs
not only
make
est way.
homes more liveable but if one
wishes can be a source of an income.
The Fulton Homemakers Club
was organized May 23, 1949 with
a membership of twenty-five and
now has a membership of fifty.
Blooming Potted Plants
The Club has progressed rapidly in the short time of its existCorsages
ence.

SOCIETY

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7-TELEPHONE 7

Host of the highways
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tilater ha'with
tiftwoers

SPIN-PRIES
THEM ITOO!

Cut Flowers
MEMBER F. T. D.
We Wire Flowers Anywhere

Gibson Greeting Cards.
Charming Gift Ideas In
Glass — Wood — Metal —
Pottery — China

KILLEBREW'S FLOWERS & GIFTS
Commercial Avenue

iJ

Phones 53, 508

EAST FULTON CIRCLE
HAS MEETING MONDAY
WITH MRS. W. McDADE
The East Fulton Circle of the
First Methodist Church met Monday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Will McDade east of town.
Mrs. Grace Griffin, chairman,
presided. We were sorry it was
her last day in office. She made
an efficient officer. We are looking forward with pleasure to our
new chairman.
Mrs. Dinunitt gave the devotional. Minutes were read by Mrs.
Lynn Taylor and the roll was

PRICES SLASHED
oot qe,uw,te

AMERICAN WOVEN
FIELD FENCE
We

resultmust clear out this stock, due to a shortage of space

warehouse.
ing from the construction of our new
47-6 No. 11 Fence
39-6 No. 11 Fence
32-6 No. 11 Fence
39-12 No. 11 Fence .

8 .63 rod
81.03 rod i 39-6 No. 121/2 Fence
.55 rod
1
4 Fence
.90 rod 1 32-6 No. 12/
.48 rod
26-6 No. 12V2 Fence
.79 rod
4-point heavy barb, 50 rod spool 6.40
. .68 rod

mem&
Au/ma* Washer.

Youcat#Notcha
• Put in clothes and soap, touch the
Select-O-Dial, and forget it
• Underwater Suds Distributor — no undissolved soap or detergent to stain clothes
• Rapidry-Spin gets clothes so dry, some are
ready for ironing
• Full-width loading at the top — no stooping,
bending
• Flat, porcelain cover is another laundry t‘elf
• No bolting down—put it anywhere
• Exclusive, clog-free water pump
• Clothes can be added or removed at any time
• Cleans and empties itself automatically
Live-Water Action Gets Clothes Really Clean!
Rolling, penetrating currents of hot, sudsy water produce all
the washing action — no pulling or yanking to wear clothes.
And the same live-Water Action that gets clothes really
clean, rinses them twicis, each time in fresh water. Clothes are
kept in water all the time — not half in, half out.

$29975

HUDDIESION Co.
‘,212 Main Street

Fulton

Phone 120

THE ONLY WASHER WITH
LIVE-WATER ACTION AND
ALL-PORCELAIN FINISH!

• Life-time Porcelain inside and out

Ask About Easy Terms

Graham Furniture Company
303 Walnut Street

Fulton

Phone 185
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My
is
3.
FERT
n
&
The poiso
ruE EZEE-FLOW LIME
chicken feeders, all
GUARANTEED to spread ANY
the hands somewhat or cause selbest we ever have seen. It iscondition. Phone 651 for A FREE
4. It isn't fair
a
as
ANY
in
nails
t,
finger
amoun
the
ANY
sizes
kind,
fless under
, NOW!
DEMONSTRATION ON YOUR FARM
5. Bewitched
result of mixing and handling the
all kinds of things for
bait. To avoid this, thoroughly
6. Sentimental Me
Authorized dealers for
grease the hands with petrolatum
We Sell
the farm an the sub7. Deane
NTS
or cup grease, working it well
HANNA'S PAI
KERS
SURGE MILopera
nails.
and
finger
the
farm
d
your
aroun
and
for
under
urban home.
See us
tion
8. Music, Music, MUSIC
Installed and in
home needs. Good stocks.
in three hours.
9. Hoop-Dee-Doo
Get Our Prices Before You
Buy Elsewhere!
10. Daddy's little girl

ay, May 12, 1950
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ARMY WORMS CAUSE DAMAGE TO FARMS;
COUNTY AGENT WATTS GIVES GOOD ADVICE

Nobody deserves Piliki(

more than a mother

REX
Nobody needs PYwAR,
more than a bride

24-HOUR SERVICE
RADIO
REPAIR

WILLIAMS HARDWARE COMPANY

- Yes -

FINEST!
THRIFTIESTROSTOMS!!

Crl4,4 rTh

See Us Before You Buy
OUR PRICE IS RIGHT

A

Dorothy Gra)

EASIEST!

WAYTOIOVEIIE

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:

Yes

• Hot Weather
• Cologne

FARM FIELD DAY
AT LEXINGTON

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

CROP
SPRAYER

IT

WILL
NOT DRIP

•

,

Near

THE AMAZING
SPECIALLY DESIGNED

'Man

SPRAYER
ALL-PURPOSE
SELECTIVE

00
all
Farmers, stockmen and
have
Only 1—plus
other interested persons
been invited to a field day meeting at the Agricultural ExperiSuch a big bottle—at such a little
ment Station at Lexington, May
price/ So splash it on lavishly—
rpastu
with
work
25 to see the
keep you cool and fresh.
es
to
grass
us
vario
on
ock
ing. livest
and the breeding and testing of
Five delightful fragrances: June
hay and grain crops.
Bouquet, Jasmin Bouquet, Sweet
Starting from the Dairy Center
Natural and Summer Breeze.
Spice,
on-the Nicholasville road at 9:30 ; (Get80111espares for vieek-endgifts
daylight saving time, the morn- ;
ing- will be devoted to seeing ex- 1
pilimental pastures of bluegrass,
Fulton
grass.
216 Lake St.
Ky 31 fescue, orchard
brome grass and.ladino clover.

Now! Save! Price Reduced on Lumite

PLASTIC SCREENING:
UT PRICE 12c foot
24-in. wide, Reg. 24c linear foot; CLOSEO
UT PRICE 13c foot
26-in. wide, Reg. 26c linear foot; CLOSEO
14c
28c
28
15c
30c
30
16c
32c
32
18c
36c
36
21c
42c
42
24c
48c
48

EVANS DRUG CO.

WITH

D
NIGH OR LOW PRESSURE - GALLONAGE -SPEE

AU Kinds Of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY 1SEMI - SOLID "E"
Emulsion for chickens
KAFF-A

For starting and growing calves
SEMI. SOLID EMULSION
For growing and finishing pigs
CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can sweeten it with molasses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
:
We have a good supply of Barb IV,' • Butt
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square"and Hexagon Asphalt Shinyie..1.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Groceries - Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

FULTON
KENTUCKY'S PLEASANT CITY
WITH A DEEP SOUTH CHARM
on
1h(' ('ourier-Journal Magazine salutes Fall
Sunon
and South Fulton with a special feature
interday, May 11. You'll enjoy Joe Creason's
ll want
esting story of life in Fulton. And you'
and
the many excellentipictures for yourself
le-page
jour out-of-town friends. Special doub
anoramic air view.
Sunday in

tlbc &wrier-,lourn
Order Your Copies Now!

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

I

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street I
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Union City Ready For Boy Scout Circus Today

W. Brann and Mrs. Annie Sparks.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
most spectacular Union City's Turner Memorial a driver, with the troops to con-4—
Rev. and
Roy Emerson were:
the Harry Yates.
to
films,
write
direct
about
unbe
to
Field, May 12th will be the char- struct their own vehicles.
and thrilling events
All
Mrs. McMinn, M r. and Mrs. liarE,ducaPublic
Health
of
Division
.
and
Taylor
F.
0.
annual
Four
the
River
Mrs.
Mr. and
veiled at
iot races and the model airplane I chariots must be built with
an
old Carr and Randy.
Council Boy Scout (9ircus at
lion, State Department of Health, Joyce visited Tremon Dale ElleMr. and Mrs. Buster Vaughan
I axle width of 36 inches, but this
trials,
Fuller Gillium Hos-

1-4

Among the

or

Although, there are 11 featured
the
events on the program for
"shovi of the year" for Scouting
1,500
in this area, with some
Scouts, Cubs and Explorers slated to take part in the activities.
a
The event will open with
mile-and-a-half-long parade at 4
p. m. which will contain some
80-odd floats, six bands and rank

the only fixed rule, and
is
improvise
the Scouts regularly
some of the most spectacular vehicles possible to the imagination
in preparation for this competition.
Model Plane Event
ta
Only slightly less s
and calling for even greater ski
is the model plane event, which
upon rank of uniformed members will put competitors from all
of the Scouting organizations of over the district in a contest of
West Tennessee and West Ken- speed and stunting ability for
tucky. The Circus proper goes on their gasoline-powered craft.
at Turner Field promptly at 7 All planes entered in the class

ainter
cc tor

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

r a dozen
up .25c,

rt..75c

DON'T MISS
YOUR FAVORITE
PROGRAM

programs when we can give
you such prompt, expert repair service. Just phone 401.

—PROMPT ATTENTION—
PHONE 4-0-1

CITY ELECTRIC

And Tire Company
The event
205 Commercial Ave. up withuseanofentry.
both "horses" and
makes

TI

WASHDAY
FREEDOM

ST!
BRIGHT

0ROWS

YOU ARE

1gAjw
4

And your laundry will be bright too, when you
send it here! Don't spend hours of backbreaking
labor. . . we're as close as your phone.
Phone 14

\\

PARISIAN
CLEANERS
—PHONE 14—

LAUNDRY —

•

Joyce Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Coltharp
and Marilyn, Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
oore, Mrs. Addie Walston, Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Cathey, Mr. and
Mrs. W. W. Brann, Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Carr. A. T. Hicks, W. L.

Admission I able to demonstrate will provide
event.
this year's
charges have been slashed in ex- the audience with many minutcV
pectation of larger crowds, and of excitement and wonder as the
have been set at a moderate 10 young "pilots" put their planes
and 25 cents.
through their paces.
Heading the list of action Handsome trophies are being
events and promising the tradi- offered in both the speed and
tional "thrills, spills and chills" stunt events, and a ribbon will
will be the chariot races, which be given for the plane judged
make up an annual feature of the most beautiful. The prizes are exCircus production.
pected to bring out a large entry
date are that list.
Indications to
there will be more than 30 charwith
iots entered in the race,
practically every Scout troop of
the Four Rivers Council Coming

11!
ROOMS!

- DUKEDOM ROUTE 2

Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Hawks and Harolyn, Miss Allie
Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor from Bethlehem attended
o'clock.
gas
minute
will be powered by
quarterly conference at Dukedom
A crowd of thousands viewed engines, with the tiny planes to Saturday.
extravanganza at be operated by means of a conannual
the
Mr. and Mrs. Boaz House and
Fulton last year and an even trol line from the ground. The Mrs. Gardner were the Sunday
greater turnout is expected for , antics these little speedsters are dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.

If your radio is acting up, call
us right away. There is no
need to miss your favorite

is pie plate
x "Flavor
59c
te .

Street, Louis620 South Third
ville 2, Kentucky.

PUBLIC HEALTH
TOPICS

The Fulton County Health Dertment, announces that a coerative arrangement has been
.Qreed upon whereby the people
Fulton County may borrow
charge from the
! Ins free of
('entral Film Library of the State
Health. The liDepartment of
brary has just recently been cenDivision pf
tralized under the
Public Health Education.
At present there are approximately 250 films on a variety of
health subjects which are availdistribution.
able for statewide
The only cost to the borrower is
for return postage and insurance.
Civic organizations or schools
wishing to borrow films should
notify the Fulton County Health
Unit well in advance, so that the
film library may have at least
three weeks notices. It is also advisable to list alternate films in
requested in
addition to those
case the ones desired may already
be in circulation.
as
Film should be
returned
after
soon as possible
being
shown. Special perCission is neccessary if films are, to be kept
Not more
longer than a week.
than two films should be borrowed at one time, unless a program
requiring more films is planned.
The Health Department stressallowing
ed the importance of
ample time in ordering films. "In
this way, the person or persons
wishing to borrow the film may
disappointavoid last minute
ments."
Requests for films should be
health
addressed to your local
unit. For additional information

um e

Extension Telephones

NG

in easy-to-get-to places
give on-the-spot service for all the family

Mrs. Rosa
Vaughan of Detroit
visited Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Houk
Monday.
and Joyce
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
called on Mrs. Addie Casey, Lila
good in the
parents, Mae and Margaret awhile Monand family visited his
pital awhile Saturday afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. Beckham Vaughan day night
Saturoperation
tonsil
a
had
He
Sunday.
day morning.
It is better to suffer wrong
Mrs. Annie Sparks visited her
Junior Casey was the Sunday sister, Mrs. W. W. Brann and Mr. than to do it, and happier to be
guest of Ralph Morgan.
sometimes cheated than not to
Brann over the wekend.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House callMr. and Mrs. Harris Jones and trust—Samuel Johnson.
ed on Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Finley
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey were
guests of Mr. and
the Sunday

Mrs. Everett Carr.
Jane Owen called on Joyce
Taylor awhile Sunday afternoon.
Sanders
Mr. and Mrs. Nolen
Casey, Lila
visited Mrs. Addie
Mae and Margaret Sunday even-

ing.
Miss Emma Carr returned to
her home in Water Valley Friday
after visiting her sisters, Mrs. W.

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

KY. CERTIFIED SEED

CORN Viti,i)4,
00
Per
Bushel

$

DEALERS In FULTON, CAYCE, HICKMAN
RIVES, TENN. (PHONE 2411)

tic

KITCHEN

Extensions in your home give your
telephone service 'wings' — bring it
within easier reacit of all the family.
Extensions save time and steps, increase your telephone privacy, give
added protection in emergencies, and
PRIVACY

IN

YOUR

OVIII ROUse

4i

You don't operate on yourself... you
consult a doctor! By the.same token,
don't tinker with your car. Let our
master mechanics do necessary repairs - - - quickly, and efficiently.
AUTHORIZED
SALES AND
SERVICE

We Service and Repair
All Makes Cars & Trucks

BOB WHITE
MOTOR COMPANY

Route 1, Fulton, Ky.

Charles E. Wright (Middle Road) Phone 1093-J

Fulton

Telephone 60

BRIGHT NEW TOUCH TO A ing BOLD SIAM?
See ecenethAng new /*reit That's nigint—Se pleaselog sereepeowe
now *dorm the fenders of this ROADIAASIER larsiewo Sedan. An
extra touch of distinction that's yours os o slumlord Assn.

Whatk the secret ofthe

"UNRUFFLED"RIM?
1

OME car makers say springs
a.7 make the ride—and so we give
every Buick four of the soft,
gentle coil springs practically all
cars use on front wheels only.

Some say the drive is important—
how power is transmitted to the
rear wheels.

low-pressure casings on every
Buick, mounted on our own kind
of Safety-Ride rims. Some play
up shock absorbers—we make
ours fast, soft and sure in action,
to wash out all "after-bounce."
THE

AND

—OR BUY DIRECT FROM—

Some stress tires—so you'll find

CONVENIENCE IN

V.

fi

We agree—and use a torque-tube
drive, that takes up all the thrust,
freeing rear springs of driving
pulsation.

:foot
:foot

Don't Operate First

Then there are frames—and car
weight — and engine mountings,
which on Buick are a very special
kind used nowhere else.
rhey're all important—yet the
plain truth is no one of these
things—or two 431 three—gives a
ride you can truly call "unruffled."
We feel it takes all of them —
springs, tires, shock absorbers,
drive, engine mountings—carefully and precisely brought into
balance with each other.

Y

ou can see why we think so in
any Buick—SPECIAL, SUPER or
ROADMASTER.

and car tracks, washboardy gravel
and weather-pocked macadam,
country lane and city street. You
even feel it on boulevards, which
grow still smoother when you
travel them in a Buick—especially
when it has Dynaflow Drive!
So we would like you to try a ride
that is truly "unruffled." Free of
harshness—undisturbed by jounce
and jitter—level—steady-going —
smooth.
Just ask any Buick dealer for a
chance to try out any Buick.
You'll find it "the ride of a lifetime"—and the buy of a lifetime
tool

You can feel it on cobblestones

op*Dimsflora DrIoe se standard on Rau:W...
tional Si extra row on Mama wed &sum woad&

HANDY IN THE LIVING ROOM
help you avoid missing important calls.
One or more extension telephones can
now be installed in your home without
delay — and at surprisingly low cost.
Why not order yours today? Just call
the Telephone Business Office.,

Foust-WRY FOREFRONT
Tho rugged front end (I) sets the rtyle note,
(2) sore. on repo., costs—ter-11ml bars are ;relived.
crafty replamab1e, (3) arotds "loclung hams,"
(4) makes parking and garaging easier.

Only Buick has Thrta#9t4t.and with if goes:
HIGHER-COAUMESS/ON Fireball ral.-m-head power in three engines. (New F 2a3..g..le Stoll models.)
NEW-PATTERN STYUNG, with MULTI- GUARD forefront, toper through fenders, "dowttle bubble"
taiNights • WIDE-ANGLE laSIBIUTY, dose-up rood view both lorword and bock • TWAffIC-HANDY SSZ
I..over-oll length for eow. parking and garaging, short turning radius • EKTRA-WKW SEATS cradled
springing, Safety Ride rims, bw-preesewe 11,1, nagbetween the axle. • SOFT BUICK RIDE, from
steadying tortpse.tube • WIDE ARRAY OF MOINES with Bpdy by Fisher.
Your KEY YOOR1 ail, Velif

PROTECTION IN AN EMERGENCY

i
006-taa

:011

WO Headmaster

Piano your BUICK cloaler lax a demonstration—Bight Bowl
MENIlif a. TAYLON, AEC Nemett.. errory Mader memo*.

ulton, Ky.

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY

:reit

224 - 228 Fourth Street
COMPANY
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH

Fulton. Kentucky

When better automobiles are built BUICK will lwalld Mows

•
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CLASSIFIED ADS
BUY—SELL--i.IRE--RENT
with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3c per word
(minimum, 500)
Each Succeeding Insertion 11/20
per word.
We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office,
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.

DR.J.W.TOSH
Eyesight Specialist

New Orleans

(Continued hos rap U
a
casually swinging along in
world of her own. When we asked where she had been she said,
"Oh, I've just gotten off the ship.
I had a wonderful cruise to South
America." Yes some people - live
in a world of their own.
It was with a great deal of sadMr. and Mrs. Leon Bransford,
ness that we left that glamorous
city and its people who seemed Cayce, announce the birth of a
for some unaccountable reason to seven pound eleven ounce baby
have wormed their way into our born born May 10 at 12:30 a. m.
hearts. There hasn't been space at the Fulion Hospital.
here to tell of all the wonderful • Mr. and Mrs. James Fortner,
food at such places as the Vieux , Fulton, announce the birth of a
Carre Restaurant or at Arnaud'vl nine and one half pound daughor of the delightful little French ter born May 6 at 2:30 a. m. at
Feezle Piano Sales
Pastry Shop where we ate in the Haws Hospital.
822 Broadway, Paducah
candlelight or of the
patio by
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Stanko of
REGULAR LODGE MEETING: heavenly coffee at the Morning Easton, Pa., announce the arrival
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure to Call. But somehow, I felt a little of a baby daughter weighing 6
attend. Loyal Order of Moose, like our artist friend, Henri; the pounds, born April 28, 1950. Mrs.
212 Church Street, Fulton.
food could wait. I just wanted to Stanko is the former
Kathleen
see New Orleans.
Toon of this city.
HOSPITALIZATION and surgical benefits. Enroll now with
old-line company; maximum
benefits; minimum cost. Secured Casualty Insurance Company; Gladys F. Hyland, enrollment representative. Box
315, Fulton; Phone 1185.

NOTICE: Sunday, May 21, is
Decoration Day for the City of 106 Main St.
Fulton
Fulton. All persons who have
(Across from Bennett
not paid on the upkeep of their
Drug Store)
cemetery lots are asked to pay
the sexton or the city clerk.
ACROSONIC
James Meacham,
Chairman Cemetery Committee
Baldwin's Spinet Piano
Today's Finest Spinet.
COMPLETE GLASS SEIRVICE:
with the famous
table tops, windows, structural,
"FULL BLOW ACTION"
plate, glass shelves. Auto glass
10 year factory guarantee.
installed while you wait. SatisPriced from
guaranteed. Fulton
faction
Paint & Glass Co.; 310 Church
$595
Street, phone 909.

FOR SALE: cabinet-type kitchen
with faucet,
sink complete
bowl and white-enameled Lase
metal cabinet. This unit is in
good working condition and has
Bargain for 250,
good care.
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps incash. For inspection call 470
stalled. Parks Drilling Co. 304
or 1255.
Paschall Street. Martin Highway, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.
DOGS, YES DOGS; inoculated
against rabies. Call Dr. Cherry
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONOat Evans Drug Store; leave
RECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
your number.
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
45 RPM, etc. Standard or icing
SPRING
playing. Sport Center. 324 Wal- is here. Now is the time to have
WANTED To BUY:'39,'40 or '41
nut, Fulton, Ky.
your old harness and collars reFord, Chevrolet or Plymouth
paired.
standard
from original owner. Will conMAYTAG WASHERS,
A. J. WRIGHT,
$124.95
models,
sider
equity in later model car.
and automatic
the harness man,
Box 202, The Fulton News.
and up. Sales and service. located in the Kentucky HardBennett Electric, Phone 201.
ware building. 318 Walnut,
ALL MAKES SEWING MACHFulton, Ky.
Fulton. _
INES repaired; all work guaranteed. New and used machinPIANOS, brand- new Spinet. FOR SALE: Like-new Singer
es for sale. Contact Forrester's
any finish, $465.00; these are
Sewing Machine, $75 below
Shoe Shop, 204 Main Street,
• regular $600, pianos with full
cost. Neely Dress Shop, 50-5
Fulton; agency for The Sewing
used
keyboards. :Guaranteed
Holm Street, Union City, Tenn.
Machine Center of Cairo, Ill.
pianc $95.00 up. Free deityPhone 615.
Edwards, on ,6th
Harry
Street (in front of the Court- Political Announcements
Billy C. Fry
house), Paducah, Ky.
The News is authorized to an- Jeweler
POULTRY AND HOG RAISERS: nounce the candidaEy of the folHow is the time for Chick-tope. lowing, subject to the action of
Watch and clock repairing
Guaranteed to 'increase your the Tennessee Democratic PriPrompt service
egg production. Best for baby mary
be held on Thursday,
All work guaranteed
chicks too, for worms, white 1 August 3, 1950:
Phone 455
diarrhea, also pig and hogtone
113 Washington Street
the wofm treatnient that never Fr U. S. Representative Across from the
telephone office
fails. Water Valley Milling Co., (Ninth Congressional District)
Water Valley, Ky., and Neal
Ward and Son, Fulton.
Pi5ert A.(Fats) Everett Our used cars are cars

Give Your; Home
Fresh Start for
Summer

Shell Horsehide Shoes

109 Church

Stri P t

ult

WANTED TO BUY: Logs, Standing timber: D. B. Landrum.
Buyer Briney Lumber Co. Madisonville, Ky. For further information call Red Coleman .at
Coleman's
Service
Station,
Phone 68, Fulton,'Ky.

h-.....ucky
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+ Large, smooth-sliding storage drawer!
+ Rigid,. velded one-piece body; porcelain-enamel finish inside and out!
+ No-stain oven vent!
+ Acid-resistant, one-piece cooking top!
,- Full-width door and drawer!
+ Master-sired oven for capacity! 16" wide. 15" high, 20" deep
with oven door closed!
+ Rounded ball oven corners . . . non-tio, non•ox'diring.
bright-finish shelves ... automatic, hydraulic oven thermostat . . . broiler meter and shelf guide.
+ Automatic pre-heat!

OVER 2 0 0 PATTERNS now in
stock, from which
to choose!
•
QUALITY
papers
to suit every taste;
PRICES to fit
every pocketbook

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

Sce This Range On Display On Our Floor

$20 down, $8.50 Mo.
(FULL PRICE, ONLY $189.95)

RATON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
' Street

Paints — Glass — Wall Papers

Fulton, Ky.

FORRESTER SflOi- SHOP
204

Phone 183

Leader

Abte.

+ Oven heavily insulated on all 6 sides.

TAYLORS
Used Car Lot

ELECTRIC

+ Gleaming white plastic hardware, chrome-trimmed'

Come in today and select .
one of our new wallpapers
to refreshen your living
roam or any other room fn
the house. Quality wallpaper in designs you'll like.

you will be proud
to own

Sizes 6-12; Moulded back; heavy brown genuine Vul-Cork
sole; steel arch; Goodyear • velt construction.
OTHER HORSEHIDE SHOES: others in retan. and elk

GENERAL

11 1 I lit, I

PlIONF 909

210 CHURCH STREET

5.00 PER WEEK

Phone 55

Dr. Glenn Bushart
attended
the Derby in Louisville Saturday.

ORPHEUM
S-1664

,

Friday - Saturday
May 12-13

;

PIG DOUBLE HIT

poilowhie

111

For Summer Smartness - - Get A

D BBS

4
1%7
,
II 0

Quietly

vd9
DOROTHY PATRICK
—FL L s—

• .0 s-% SIPORTINVf110115.
Enter Your Prize Catch
in Our 'Big-Fish' Contest
BASS

CRAPPIE

"....••••••

Shown Here In Good Variety
Shapes, Styles and Weaves

Trophy
Ashaway Slip Cast Reel
Kapok Boat Cushion

1st Prise
2nd Prise .14
.
ResTretze

1st Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize .

STRAW

Trophy

•

' Tackle Box
Thermos Jug

BREAM
r-

Calarat,/
JIM BANNON ZATI
AM

The g
Country
summer
little fi:
tage th
room 81
nesday
nated a
and Mai
pretty i
which t.
son war
Thursda
Lots of
few fail
will. be

PRIZES!
-

—WIN ONE OF TH

By th

be

ati.unul
out the

Trophy
Boat Seat
Thermos Jug

1st Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize

lady wi
ladies t
player
winn Mg
golf to
lads an

Sun.:Mon. - Tues.
May 14-15-16

Air - Conditioned Panamas,

OFFICIAL WEIGHING STATION
for the

Milans and Bakus.
$500

$600

$750

$1000
Wed. - Thurs.

"PEDIGREE" STRAWS
AT $395

$450

$500

Select Your Size Now!

May 17-18

••••••••••1,

)6. Main Street

Pictured above is Mr. J. P. Morgan with two bass
caught at Reelfoot Lake.on April 7. One of the Bass
weighed 6 lbs., 10 ozs. and the other 5 lbs. With th.e,
catch of these two fish, Mr. Morgan is leading the
field in the City'Electric Contest in the Bass divison. Don't forget—to see that your fish are entered'
in our contest.
Charley Hol1ow4y is leadingPthe Crappie diviq,,,n with a 2 3-4-lb. catchi- -

Robert Ycung

With
Journal

Hey I

FULToN'S EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOR

Shirley Temple
John Agar

Cirter-Rice ao. Co.

COURIER - JOURNAL
FISHING CONTEST
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JOHNSON SEA-111ORSE OUTBOARD MOTORS

• We w
sc

CITY ELECTRIC CO 'PANY

For F

Our e

Adventure In
Baltimore

205 Commercial Avenue

Phone

401

And 3.

Fulton
Vo.••••

